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E T T U D ROTO S ?
Country Director (CD) John Drotos has, for reasons undisclosed, left Kazakhstan.
We at the Vesti would like to wish him the best in his future travels, and will rest easier knowing that wherever John goes, it will be warmer than KZ. John accomplished
a lot in his 10 months at post, including a simplification of leave policy and guiding
the Kaz-19’s through pre-service training and swearing-in last fall. John also loved
John F. Kennedy, who’s influence is reflected throughout this issue of the Vesti.
Barbara Vik will be the acting CD until Jody Olsen, Peace Corps Deputy Director
since 2001, can take over as acting CD until a new CD can be found. Ясно? Olsen
represents the first big change in personnel for the Kaz-19 group, and will be CD
number five for the 18’s.
Olsen graduated from the University of Utah and joined Peace Corps in 1966 as a
volunteer in Tunisia. She befriended one Tunisian family in particular. It began with
language lessons and led to cooking and conversing "in wonderful ways," she says.”
Nothing since then has exceeded the quality and depth of that relationship. We talked
about Mormonism, about Islam, about everything." And, contrary to the image held
by many today, "Islam is about peace and giving," Olsen asserts. Afterward, she
again

worked for the Peace Corps, from 1979 to 1984 and 1989
to 1992, serving as chief of staff for two directors, and
as regional director for North Africa, Near East,
and Asia and the Pacific. She was also country
director in Togo.
We would like to welcome Jody with open arms
and look forward to working with her to fulfill our
goals here in Kazakhstan.
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PC - Kazakhstan
Peace Corps has been serving in Kazakhstan since
1993. Through the Education and OCAP programs
120 volunteers serve the
interests of Kazakhstani
schools and small businesses. Volunteers serve 23 years in their communities, learn the culture, help
others to understand America, and help America to
understand Kazakhstan.
They also eat as much
бесбармак as possible.
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Greetings all,

Congratulations. By the time you
hold this Vesti in your hands, you
will have survived the worst of the
Kazakhstani winter for the first,
second, or even third time. Summer in Kazakhstan is great; just
hold out a little bit longer.
With luck, this will reach you in
early to mid-March, as it is being
submitted to the Almaty office in
February. We received quite a few
Kaz-19 submissions in the last two
months, and we would like to thank
all those who make the Vesti such a
rewarding periodical to edit.
Speaking of editing, we have received requests from two 19’s to
join our editorial board; we will
need two or three more so that this
publication survives the Kaz-18
departure in the fall. Please send
inquiries and any original articles
(for everyone, not just aspiring editors) to pcvesti.kz@gmail.com.
Our next deadline for articles is
April 20th. Also, when submitting
articles, please do not use contractions (don’t, won’t, I’ve, etc.), as it
can take a while to change them
all. And some still slip in.
As the ancient Chinese curse goes,
we live in interesting times. The
2008 Presidential election is in full
swing. Who would have thought
John McCain could win the Republican nomination, after his summer
meltdown? And that the Democratic side would be so competitive
for so long.
Russia should have elected Medvedev by the time you get this (or
shortly thereafter). Amazing how
fast Russians embraced him.
The Iraq War is five years old this
spring. Already longer than US
involvement in World War I or II.

Editor’s Note
Just a reminder that, as
President Nazarbaev’s
hand guides Kazakhstan,
the Vesti Editors also have
big hands. So big are our
hands, in fact, that if you
wanted to print them on the
money here in Kazkahstan,
you would have to invent
the 1,000,000T note to hold
them all. That’s big. Plus,
you know what they say
about editors with big
hands...

Ok, so maybe that is not so amazing; an undergraduate could have
seen that coming in 2003. And
many did.
On a lighter note, can you believe
we live in a world where Peyton
and Eli Manning are back-to-back
Superbowl MVP’s? Tie up your
loose ends—that might be the final
sign of the apocalypse.
Best,
Andrew, Forrest, Matt, and Sven
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State of the Republic
Address by the President of
the Republic of Kazakhstan
Mr. Nursultan Nazarbayev

M
y annual addresses to the people of Kazakhstan are
always aimed at an analysis of our past accomplishments
and future challenges, and, most importantly, at our joint
search for the best way to achieve our great common goal.
In my 2006 and 2007 addresses to the nation I not only addressed today’s challenges, but also spoke about the future
of our development. We should continue our strategic focus
on Kazakhstan’s industrialization, on our joining the community of the world’s 50 most competitive nations and on
forming a select group of 30 corporate leaders to advise on
these goals.
This year I ask that the Government present a detailed report on the implementation of these initiatives.
Last year we took a further step toward the comprehensive
economic, social and political modernization of Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan entered 2008 with new economic
achievements and a significantly modernized political
structure.
New amendments to the Constitution enhanced the role of
the Parliament and political parties, the institutions of civil
society. For the first time in the history of independent Kazakhstan, parliamentary elections on a proportional basis
were held. Nur Otan won a landslide victory, which for the
first time allowed the party to appoint the Government.
Administrative reforms underway for some time have been
enhanced by the introduction of executive secretariats at
Government Ministries. This allows us to assure the stability of the Ministries’ valuable human resources.

Born the 6th of July, 1940, in Chemolgan village,
Kaskelen district, Almaty region. 1967 – graduated
from technical institution of higher education attached to Karaganda metallurgical industrial complex. Doctor of Economic Sciences. The spouse of
the President – Nazarbayeva Sara Alpisovna. The
head of International child’s charitable fund “Bobek”.
The President has three daughters: Dariga – Doctor
of political sciences; Dinara – head of еру Education
Fund named after N.A.Nazarbayev; Aliya – business
woman, head of the Elitstroi construction company.

Last year the economy grew by 8.5 per cent. Since 2001, the economy has been growing at an average annual rate of 10 per
cent, which is quite significant. We have been able to accumulate a considerable national reserve amounting to 40 billion US
dollars, including assets of the National Fund. This significant sum played a special role in maintaining the stability of the
nation’s financial system.
The social climate is also stable and favorable. Since 2000, budgetary allocations for education, health care and social security have grown more than five fold. More than five million people are covered by the government’s social security programs, twice as many as five years ago.
We are continuously increasing the amount of assistance provided to our senior citizens. The total amount of pension savings
is growing steadily and has exceeded 1.1 trillion tenge.
Social infrastructure is being strengthened. 76 schools and 23 medical facilities were built throughout the Republic in 2007
alone.
We have managed to reverse the negative demographic trends in the country.
In three years, within the framework of the state guaranteed housing program, we have constructed more than 18 million
square meters of housing. This exceeds what we had planned by 2.2 million square meters.
All these dynamic social improvements are a bright illustration of the progress of our economy, the constructiveness of our
social policy and the stability of our political system.
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Safety and Security
Earth, Wind, Water,
Fire... and Heart.

In this issue, I would like to talk about localized emer-

gencies such as earthquakes, fires, and flooding. Here
are some of the recommendations and procedures to follow if you find yourself in one of these emergency situations.
Earthquakes
Kazakhstan, especially in the mountainous southeast
region, is an earth-quake area. The U.S. Department of
State has ranked the earthquake threat within Almaty as
a Level 4 (the highest level assigned). Building practices
within Kazakhstan do not generally meet U.S. seismic
standards.
What should I do ahead of time?
Home safety: During a disaster, ordinary objects in your
home can cause injury or damage. However, there are
simple steps you can take to make your room safer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Move your bed away from windows.
Move mirrors and heavy pictures away from your
bed or places where you sit.
Store heavy items on the lowest shelves.
Store flammable or highly reactive chemicals (such
as bleach) securely or separate from each other.
Secure pictures and wall hangings.
Know how and when to switch off your utilities.

Incident Report: Jan/Feb 2008
3 Incidents have occurred
during this period:
•2 cases of Intimidation
and
•1 case of Aggravated
assault
General features of
these incidents:

All three incidents happened in a day time in an
urban setting.
PCVs were alone.
In two of the cases PCVs
were attacked by 2 people in a public and populated place.
The assailants’ approximate age ranged from 18-30.
The assailants` gender was male.
The assailants were unknown to the victimized PCVs.
Alcohol was not used by the offenders at the time of incident
(as judged by the victimized PCVs.
I want to thank you for prompt reporting of the incidents
that occur with you and/or incidents that might potentially
affect you. Your prompt reporting allows us to help you and
other Volunteers.

Food: When a disaster occurs, you might not have access to food, water and electricity for days, or even weeks. Store
enough emergency food to provide for you at least for 3 days.
•Ideal foods are: Shelf-stable (no refrigeration required), low in salt, and do not
require cooking (e.g. canned fruit, vegetables, jam, low-salt crackers, cookies,
cereals, nuts, dried fruit, canned soup or meats, juices and non-fat dry milk).
•Mark a rotation date on any food container that does not already have an expiration date on the package.
•Store food in airtight, pest-resistant containers in a cool and dark place.

If your house looks like this, it may
be an earthquake.

Water: In a disaster water supplies may be cut off or contaminated. Store
enough water for you to last at least 3 days.
•Store one galloon of water per day. This amount will be adequate for general
drinking purposes. Three gallons per person per day will give you enough to
cook with and for limited personal hygiene.
•Keep water in an original container, and do not re-store a bottle once it has
been opened.
•Label bottles with their replacement date, and store in a cool, dark place.
•Replace bottled water at least once every six months.
If you are inside when shaking starts: If you are in a brick or stone building, get

4
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outside and away from the building walls. If you cannot get outside, do not run outside; take cover in a doorway or
under a table, desk, or other sturdy furniture. If this is not possible, crouch against an inner wall and protect your head
and neck. Stay away from glass doors, windows, heavy mirrors, pictures, bookcases, hanging plants and heavy objects. Watch for falling, flying, and sliding objects. Do not use elevators.
•

If you are in a high rise building: Get under a desk until the shaking stops. Do not use the elevator to evacuate; use
the stairs.
• If you are in a store: Get under a table, or any sturdy object, or in a doorway. Avoid stopping under things that
could fall. Don't dash for an exit; choose it carefully.
• If you are outside: Move to an open area away from buildings, trees, power poles or power lines, brick or block
walls and other objects that could fall.
• If you are in a car: Move away from trees, power lines, over- and underpasses, and then stop the car. Stay in the
car until the shaking stops.
If you are trapped in debris:
• Move as little as possible so that you do not kick up the dust. Cover your nose and mouth with a handkerchief or
clothing.
• Tap on a pipe or wall so that the rescues
can hear where you are. Use a whistle if one
is available. Shout only as a last resort.
Once you are safe and the risk of
attempt to contact the Peace Corps
home is safe from further damage.
of gas and stay away! Or turn gas
of the danger constituted by afterof the damage, you may be inized by the community. Let your
where you are so that Peace Corps
arrive.

Sometimes, only brave
elephants can save you.

How will Peace Corps Respond? PC
of the earthquake and damages caused.
will attempt to reach the Volunteers by
and if necessary will travel to the area to as-

moving about is gone, make every
office. Return home only if your
Be aware if there is a strong smell
off as soon as possible. Be aware
shocks. Depending on the severity
volved in the relief efforts organwork partners and others know
staff can locate you when they

response will depend on the severity
Once the earthquake happens, staff
phone or other means of communication
sist you and your community.

Floods
Note: The flood prone areas in this country are: the South Kazakhstan Oblast, Zhambyl Oblast, West Kazakhstan
Oblast, East Kazakhstan Oblast and North Kazakhstan Oblast.
This year the flooding has already seriously affected South Kazakhstan Oblast, particularly the villages along the
Syrdarya River. Anti flood actions have been taken by the Emergency Department.
But don’t to worry about the South Kazakhstan Oblast Volunteers. I discussed the situation with the Chief of the South
Kazakhstan Oblast Emergency Department and it was confirmed that the sites where we have PCVs assigned in the
South Kazakhstan are not in the risk zone and are not to be affected by flooding.
What should I do in case of flooding?
• Store all valuables and papers (e.g., passports) in plastic or sealed containers to protect them from water damage.
• Store some clothing in plastic bags and drinking water in lightweight containers.
• Turn off all gas, electricity and water.
• Move to as high a place as possible as soon as possible. Flash floods can happen quickly and without warning.
Stay there until all danger has passed. Then contact the Peace Corps office. Depending on the severity of the damage, you may be involved in the relief efforts organized by the community. Let your work partners and others
know where you are so that Peace Corps staff can locate you when they arrive.
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•

Remember: Floodwaters are deceptive and dangerous. Even ankle deep currents can sweep adults off their feet!
And water is an excellent conductor of electricity, so beware of downed power lines.

How will Peace Corps respond?
As floods are local in nature, Peace Corps’ response will be localized as well. Once we have been notified of flooding
in an area where Volunteers are located, staff will attempt to reach the Volunteer by phone or other means of communication and if necessary will travel to the area to assist you and your community.
Fires
Before a Fire:
• Make sure windows in your room/ apartment are not nailed or painted shut. Make sure security gratings on
windows of you room/ apartment (in case if you have them installed in your room/ apartment) can be easily
opened from the inside.
• Be careful when using alternative heating sources.
•

Place heaters at least three feet away from flammable materials. Make sure the floor and nearby walls are
properly insulated.

•

Ensure your smoke alarms are in a working order and the batteries for the smoke alarms are replaced as appropriate.
Hot Door

Cool Door

Do not open. Escape through a win- Open slowly and ensure fire and/or smoke is not blocking your
dow. If you cannot get out of the escape route. If your escape route is blocked, shut the door immewindow, hang a white or light-colored diately and use an alternate escape route, such as a window. If clear,
sheet outside the window, alerting
leave immediately through the door and close it behind you. Be
fire fighters to your presence.
prepared to crawl. Smoke and heat rise. The air is clearer and cooler
near the floor.
Properly working smoke alarms decrease your chances of dying in a fire by half. (Consult medical office in
case if you have any problems with your smoke alarms)

During a Fire:
If your smoke detector goes off or you see a fire:
•

Remain calm and get out.

•

If you see smoke under the door, find another way out.

•

Feel the door with the back of your hand before you open it. If it is hot, find another way out.

•

If your clothes catch on fire, STOP where you are, DROP to the ground, and ROLL over and over to smother
the flames.

•

Crawl low under any smoke to your exit - heavy smoke and poisonous gases collect first along the ceiling.

•

Close doors behind you as you escape to delay the spread of the fire.

•

Stay out once you are safely out. Do not reenter. Call 01 from a safe location.

•

If you are trapped in a burning building, stay near a window and close to the floor. If possible, signal for help.

Best,
Aliya
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C e n t e r

Resource Center News

Next time you are in the office don’t fail to step in

Hello to everybody!
A piece of good news for volunteers involved in teaching – a bunch of textbooks on critical thinking was recently purchased for the RC. Another teaching resource
is an English teaching magazine FORUM, Volume 45
Number 4 2007 carries the following articles:
• Using Replacement Performance Role-Plays in
the Language Classroom. Maria Snarski. The
author tries to show that Replacement Performance role-play also allows to engage less talkative students in speaking in class, improve
communicative competence and fluency, promote cooperative learning and understanding
about other cultures, and provide practice for
real-life experiences.

the Resource Center and study the books which are:
1. Critical Thinking: How to Prepare Students
for a Rapidly Changing World. R. Paul.
2. Critical Thinking Handbook: K-3rd Grades:
A Guide for Remodeling Lesson Plans in
Language Arts, Social Studies and Science.
R. Paul, A.J.A. Binker, & D. Weil.
3. Critical Thinking Handbook: 4th-6th Grades:
A Guide for Remodeling Lesson Plans in
Language Arts, Social Studies and Science.
R. Paul, A.J.A. Binker, K. Jensen & H.
Kreklau.
4. Critical Thinking Handbook: 6th-9th Grades:
A Guide for Remodeling Lesson Plans in
Language Arts, Social Studies and Science.
R. Paul, A.J.A. Binker, D. Martin, Ch. Vetrano & H. Kreklau.
5. Critical Thinking Handbook: 6th-9th Grades:
A Guide for Redesigning Instruction. R.
Paul, A.J.A. Binker, D. Martin, & K. Adamson.
6. Teacher’s Manual: Critical Thinking for
Children. L. Elder. The manual has two
companions: The Miniature Guide to Critical Thinking for Children and The Miniature
Guide to Critical Thinking for Children:
Concepts and Tools.

•

A Paradigm Shift: From Paper-and-Pencil Tests
to Performance-Based Assessment. Leni Puppin. The article discusses the procedures undertaken to change the traditional paper-and-pencil
assessment system and create more meaningful
ways to assess students by means of
performance-based tests.

•

SWELL: A Writing Method to Help English
Language Learners. Adeline Teo. The author
describes and comes to the conclusion that the
SWELL method (Social- interactive Writing for
English Language Learners) discussed in the
article, increases the proficiency and confidence
of the students. In addition to improving their
writing skills, the students enjoyed using the
SWELL method
and actively participated in discussion with their partners while writing.

•A Story-Based Framework for a Primary School Classroom. Eleni Griva.
The outcome of the article is that story-based lessons provide extra language
practice, engage students in a variety of activities. Moreover, students have the
opportunity to develop concentration skills, as well as to reinforce their thinking (comparing, predicting, classifying) and cognitive strategies.
•Practicum: Microteaching for Non-Native Speaking Teacher Trainees. Jeremy
D. Slagoski. Microteaching, as part of a practicum course, is a procedure
through which teacher trainees practice their instructional methods with their
peers.
•Lesson Plan. Going Green. Thomas W. Santos.
This lesson plan is designed to help students understand and work with these
concepts in their schools and communities through the creation of an action
plan.
If you haven’t had a critical
thought for a while, Galina can
help.
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As always you may request a copy of the magazine or a copy of a particular
article. I’ll be happy to assist you.
Good luck to you all and look forward to seeing Kaz 19s at IST.
Galina
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G o t

U . R . I . ?

Don’t worry, it’s not as bad as it sounds.

Greetings from the Medical Unit!
Another month is over--so fast! We
only get to notice the flow of time
because our Vesti article is due.
During the months of January and
February incidence of upper respiratory tract infections in Kazakhstan
considerably increased. With this in
mind, we wanted to share some info
with you.
First of all, I am sure that our efforts
to vaccinate you against the real
“Flu”, or influenza virus, which can
potentially cause life threatening
complications, were effective. We
have had no Volunteers diagnosed
with Influenza this season. However,
there have been a significant number
of PCVs with symptoms of “common
cold”, and/or “sore throats.” The
common cold is usually characterized
by sneezing, dry coughing, nasal congestion, headache, and mild fever.
Unfortunately (in particular for EDU
PCVs) Kid's noses have been called
"the chief reservoirs of infectious rhinovirus," the class of viruses responsible for 30 to 50 percent of all colds.
Therefore, our EDU Volunteers might
have greater chance of infection.
Now, just like 60 years ago, regardless of any physical measure, diet, or
drug, Americans will suffer an average of 2 to 3 colds per year. Some
studies show that during the winter
50% of the population will experience
at least one common cold; that figure
drops to 20% during the summer.
Contrary to popular belief, cold, wetness, drafts, etc, don't cause colds.
Increased colds in the winter reflect
the fact that people spend more time
together, crowded indoors, thereby
making it easier for viruses to spread
from person to person. I am sure you
know that during PST/IST, when you
are all together; there have always
been an increased number of PCVs
suffering from upper respiratory infections.
8

It’s Wabbit Season! Flu Season!
During your two years in
Peace Corps, you may become
infected with childhood hopes and
childhood illnesses. It is important to distinguish between the
two, as the former leads to inspiring others, while the latter is just
contagious. If you’re unnecessarily ebullient, or have a runny
nose, please contact the medical
staff at 8 333 370 8035. Remember, children can affect anybody,
and may have to be removed.
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It is worth mentioning however, that
not keeping your body warm, not
dressing according to the weather/
season, might finally lead to decreased resistance to infection, making it more sensitive/prone to viral/
bacterial infections.
It's probably easier to catch a cold by
shaking hands than by kissing. Cold
viruses are present in very low
amounts in saliva. Simple measures
may break the chain of infection. Use
tissues rather than handkerchiefs, cold
viruses can’t survive as long. Wash
your hands frequently when someone
in your household has a cold. And,
try to keep your fingers away from
your nose and eyes.
“Sore throat” or Pharyngitis may be
the first symptom of an illness as mild
as a cold or as severe as Strep A throat
or mononucleosis or scarlet fever.
Cigarette smoking, consuming a lot of
alcohol, breathing heavily polluted air
or industrial chemical fumes, or swallowing substances that scald, corrode,
or scratch the lining of the throat can
cause pharyngitis.
Symptoms include: raw, red, sore
throat that makes breathing, painful
swallowing and speaking, fever, pus
in your throat, earache, tender or
swollen glands in your neck.
No specific treatment is usually required if you have viral pharyngitis. It
most often clears on its own within 5
to 7 days. For acute bacterial pharyngitis, your PCMO will ask you to take
an antibiotic from your medical kit.
Antibiotics will not help viral pharyngitis. We would appreciate if you call/
contact us when having symptoms of
either cold or sore throat immediately.
It will give us enough time to start
appropriate treatment and avoid complications.
Dental Hygiene
We have noticed an increase in the
number of dental problems among
Volunteers. Here is some general information to keep in mind.

9

Every one of you underwent an extensive dental clearance prior to joining
Peace Corps. This assumes that your
teeth will require no dental work during the two years of your commitment. Therefore you may want to assume responsibility to ensure that
your dental hygiene is at all times at
maximum efficiency. Clean your
teeth thoroughly after eating. Make
sure that you reach each tooth individually. Brush in an up/down motion inside and outside each tooth.
Move the brush in a circular motion
over the articulating services. Floss
your teeth twice a day. If your gums
are bleeding you should increase
cleaning and flossing. It will stop as
you remove the build up of sediments
which are causing gum retraction, and
your gums return to health. Change
your brush at least every three months
or if the bristles begin to separate or
bend. Use toothpaste that has fluoride
in it.

help, then the attitudes and skills will
be easier to acquire and practice.
Questions are not asked to satisfy
one’s own curiosity but rather to help
the peer. So the intention should not
be to gossip. And of course you all
know that confidentiality of the peer
is observed.
There are many facets of good peer
support, such as active listening.
Active listening involves using appropriate verbal and non-verbal expressions. Observing silence sometimes for long periods of time is not
easy. Silence can be uncomfortable
but the peer is thinking during this
time.

Questions should be open to allow the
peer to express him or herself. Open
questions that begin with ‘How’ or
‘What’ rather questions that require
‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answers. Questions like
“How do you feel about that?” or
“What do you think you need to feel
If you experience any dental problems better?” are good open questions that
call the medical office and we will
enable the peer to explore his or her
help you.
feelings and look for solutions. Also
avoid ‘Why’ questions. Using ‘why’
is asking the peer to justify him or
Peer Counseling
herself, and this could make them feel
defensive. Sharing experiences can
Winter is a very stressful time in Ka- be a useful tool in normalizing feelzakhstan for anybody, including
ings, but should be used sparingly and
PCVs.
only if the peer asks for assistance.
I am sure that you have had enough
time during PCT and throughout your Every peer-counseling encounter has
service to build up friendships with
its limits and we need to be aware of
your fellow PCVs. Supporting each
our own limits of expertise. We need
other during difficult periods is very
to set boundaries. You all know that
important. I know that there is a netPeace Corps service can be stressful
work of peer supporters among our
for every volunteer. So you need to
Volunteers. I do not know how effec- deal with a peer so that you are not
tive the official network is, that is up feeling unduly strained yourself beto you to decide, but I think that peer cause the effectiveness of a counselor
support is a very good tool to help
or helper is dependent on his or her
each other.
own mental and emotional wellI would like to share with you on being.
some of my thoughts about peer support, which I think are important.
Peer support in no way replaces
PCMO support. We are always happy
We all have our own set of ideals and to discuss with you emotional and
beliefs. When offering support, it is mental issues.
essential we do not impose these values on those we are assisting. Basic Your medical unit wishes you all the
aims are to help the peer vent their best!
emotions and facilitate them finding
their own solutions. Easier said than
done! The question to ask oneself is
“What is my intent in offering peer
support?” If the intent is to genuinely
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TheAnnalsofMedicine
How male volunteers in Kazakhstan
are learning to deal with their new
affliction

A
s Dustin Hogenson entered his
fourth week of PST, he felt a change

coming over him. He did not want to
be sent home, so he kept his condition
hidden from Victor, and even his
friends. He knew that he could not
hide what was happening forever, but
thought that if he could just make it to
Swearing-In, he would be well on his
way to two years in a place so remote
that only he and the saigas would
know.
The anonymity would not last. During a beautiful October day in the village of Ecik, Dusty and his classmates
came outside for recess after a particularly challenging morning Russian
lesson. They started throwing the
Frisbee, because that is what volunteers do in their free time. Dusty was
perfecting his forehand, which, with
the help of Chris Van Fossen, was
becoming his go-to throw. As always,
the girls of the gymnasium where the
volunteers were training came to fawn
over Dusty and his rugged NorthDakotan looks.
Finally it happened. After some poor
efforts, Dusty had unconsciously unbuttoned, re-buttoned and un-rebuttoned his shirt. An errant throw
from Forrest Dunbar forced Dusty into
a jump—a jump that revealed Dusty’s
huge amassing of belly button lint. Jen
Terry immediately yelled out,
“GROSS!” followed by Sarah Cunningham’s, “Oh My God, Honey.” As
Dusty watched the grayish-blue clump
gently descend to the ground, he felt
his heart rush past and go SPLAT.
Nobody came to his defense, and
Dusty thought that he would be on the
next plane home. What he did not
know was that Chris, Forrest and myself kept silent not because we were
against Dusty, but because we too were
suffering from the same disease, and
we didn’t know who to turn to.
Belly button lint (BBL) has been
around as long as clothes; its existence
has been confounding scientists for
centuries. It affects both men and
women, but is more prevalent in men
because of their strong, manly hairs.
BBL is not as common in the United
States because of a push during the
1950’s to eradicate it along with the
lesser known small pox and polio. A
10

lint trap was made mandatory for
every drying machine in the country,
and to this day justifies the ridiculous
amount of energy we waste from not
hang-drying.
It was not until 2001, when a brave
Australian scientist named Dr. Karl
Kruszelnicki of the University of Sydney started asking hard questions, that
we were able to dig down and get all
the info about BBL out. Dr. Kruszelnicki found that BBL is largely a combination of stray fibers from one's
clothing, mixed with some dead skin
cells and strands of body hair. Although research continues to this day,

Embarrassing

An overwhelming majority of responders with BBL were hairy males,
especially those with a “love bridge”
connecting the belly button with the
pubic hair. Men have tapering pubic
hair that curves naturally toward the
belly button, making an almost perfect
love bridge for BBL to traverse.
Women, on the other hand, rarely have
love bridges, and have pubic hair that
looks more like an inverted pyramid,
or the top half of Baiterek, with a sharp
cut off at the top. Women’s hair is also
shorter and lighter than men’s. This
explains why many women are free
from BBL.
So what explains the sudden BBL increase that so many male volunteers
have experienced since arriving in
Kazakhstan? The answer may lie in
the way we wash our clothes. Without access to a dryer, the only defense
we have against this mighty adversary
are our washing machines. Top-load
machines can be either gentle on your
clothes, or can remove much of the
dirt, but it cannot do both. Only a
front-loader can attain this combination. Given the infrequency of frontloader washing machines in Kazakhstan, and Babushka’s reluctance
to use the one sitting in her kitchen,
this is likely to remain a problem for a
very long time.

there is as yet no evidence to suggest
that BBL could be cancerous.

The other factor is age. American men
can expect to live for 75 years, while
Contrary to expectations, BBL appears their Kazakhstani counterparts barely
make it to 60. Therefore, an American
to migrate upwards from underwear
who is 24, such as Dusty when he arrather than downwards from shirts or
rived, will automatically become 30.
tops. The migration process is the result of the frictional drag of body hair Gaining 6 years overnight can increase
on underwear, which drags stray fibers BBL anywhere from 35-100%, and
up into the navel. Tight clothes can act can be fatal.
as a catalyst for this process. During
Fortunately BBL is harmless, and acDr. Kruszelnicki’s research he concording to the Peace Corps Handbook
ducted a survey to see who the most
likely victims of BBL were. He found is not grounds for medical evacuation.
Dusty, after finding out that he was not
that older, hairier males with “innies”
alone in his struggles, started the supwere the most likely sufferers.
port group BBL-NBDW in Zhezkazgan where he works and lives as a
Almost 98% of those with BBL have
“innies”, or concave belly buttons. The very successful volunteer. He has
belly button is naturally concave, with helped many other male volunteers,
including myself, to live with the harsh
an alluring upper amice. The base of
the belly button usually joins onto the realities of BBL. Knowing that we
have the support of the Peace Corps
muscle wall of the abdomen. Around
the belly button there is subcutaneous staff, our families and our laundering
facilities back in the States helps a lot.
fat. In the "outie", there is a protuberant mass of subcutaneous scar tissue
between the bottom of the belly button Jr. Dr. Sven Stafford (Kaz 18)
Shortandy
and the muscle wall of the abdomen.
This scar turns the concave "innie" into
a convex "outie".
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Peace Corps
Announces Top
Volunteer
States

Peace Corps Volunteers are emerg-

The winners of Pakistan’s parliamentary elections said Tuesday that
they would take a new approach to
fighting Islamic militants by pursuing
more dialogue than military confrontation, and that they would undo the
crackdown on the media and restore
independence to the judiciary.
With nearly complete returns from
Monday’s vote giving it the most
seats, the party of the assassinated
opposition leader Benazir Bhutto,
made clear that a new political order
prevailed in Pakistan.

Bush administration officials said the
United States would still like to see
Pakistan’s opposition leaders find a
way to work with Mr. Musharraf, but
conceded that the notion appeared
unlikely.

T

Candidates

The District of Columbia maintains
the highest per capita numbers of
ing from almost every geographical
Volunteers in the field, as there are 2.2
area of the U.S. to serve in 74 coun- Volunteers out of every 25,000 D.C.
tries around the world. This increasresidents. Over 50 D.C. residents are
ing interest in Peace Corps' mission
currently serving in the Peace Corps.
of service has led to an overall rise in Vermont represents the second highest
state residents becoming Volunteers.
per capita number of Volunteers.
"The Peace Corps has been a success
because Volunteers bring such diverse experiences to their service.
Volunteers come from every corner
of the United States, yet they all
share a commitment to service in
communities across the globe," said
Peace Corps Director Ron Tschetter.

Hawaii experienced a remarkable 110
percent change when the number of
Peace Corps Volunteers currently
serving more than doubled from just
10 in 2006 to 21 in 2007.

The Peace Corps is celebrating a 46year legacy of service at home and
abroad. Currently there are more than
California continues to produce the
8,000 Volunteers abroad, a 37-year
greatest number of Peace Corps Vol- high for Volunteers in the field. Since
unteers annually, with 943 Volunteers
1961, more than 190,000 Volunteers
currently in service. This represents
have helped promote a better under11.7 percent of the total number of
standing between Americans and the
Peace Corps Volunteers currently
people of the 139 countries where
serving, the highest percent of all
Volunteers have served. Peace Corps
states. New York ranked second, af- Volunteers must be U.S. citizens and
ter California, with Volunteers from
at least 18 years of age. Peace Corps
this state representing 5.3 percent of service is a 27-month commitment.
all Volunteers.

Mr. Zardari, the leader of the Pakistan Peoples Party, said the new Parliament would reverse many of the
unpopular policies that fueled the
strong protest vote against President
Pervez Musharraf and his party.

A

This year, Illinois had the highest
overall increase in number of Volunteers, as 48 more residents are serving
in the Peace Corps since 2006. Today,
there are 367 Volunteers from Illinois
serving around the globe.

T H
Delegates

E

Delegates Needed

P

O

L L S

Advantages

Disadvantages

Democrats
Barack Obama

1319

2025

Illinoisan

Last President from Illinois
assassinated

Hillary Clinton

1245

2025

Tough

Would lose toughness battle with New
Zealand PM: Xena Warrior Princess

Republicans

11

John McCain

830

1191

Experienced

Cannot help anybody posthumously

Mike Huckabee

216

1191

Pastor

All ideas stolen from Romney’s
gold tablets
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Smith was among the business leaders
who met Tuesday with former U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, who is
mediating peace talks between Kibaki
and his chief rival, Raila Odinga. The
business leaders again urged the politicians to end the violence.

Unrest has devastated the nation's

With many Kikuyu business leaders
lying low, how much sway such aponce-impressive economy, decimating
peals will have is an open question.
its vital tourism industry and prompting foreign companies to consider
As the business leaders were meeting
pulling out, business leaders said.
in Nairobi, fighting persisted in parts
The Peace Corps said it was withdrawing its remaining 58 volunteers.
After clashes first erupted, 86 volunteers were sent home in January.
There were fears that other organizations — aid groups and businesses
alike — would also leave unless there
is an end to the violence that has engulfed Kenya since a Dec. 27 election
that local and foreign observers say
was rigged.

of western Kenya, epicenter of the
violence. Thousands more people fled
their homes in the region, leaving behind burned houses and rubble after
days of fighting that killed seven people.
Last week, negotiators at the talks
mediated by Annan agreed to take
immediate action to end the violence.
On Tuesday, they began discussing
deeper political issues, talks they aim
to complete within 15 days.

Apart from the death toll, the crisis
"has significantly damaged the domestic economy," said Global Insight,
a U.S. consulting company, in a report
released Tuesday, downgrading its
growth prediction in 2008 to 4 percent
from 6.1 percent.
Nearly every industry has been hit:
farms that had made Kenya a leading
exporter of cut flowers have been
trashed, factories that rely on Kenya's
deep water port have been cut off and,
perhaps most alarmingly, the $1 billion a year tourism industry has been
wiped out, at least for now.
"There used to be 34,000 people a
week at the coast," a main destination
for tourists, said Smith, who spoke to
reporters after he and other business
leaders briefed Annan. "Last week,
we had 1,900."
Already, the job losses have begun.

Wendy Wanjalla, a single mother in
the port city of Mombasa, was laid off
"There are questions already being
Annan said addressing the political
from her job as a cook at the African
asked, why are you there? What gives
issues would be difficult, but that pro- Safari Club two weeks ago when it
you the advantage to stay in Kenya?"
gress was possible — "there are no
became apparent there were would be
said Steven Smith, managing director
hard-liners in the talks," he told reno new guests any time soon.
of Kenya operations for U.S. battery
porters.
maker Eveready.
The $3.50 she earned a day "wasn't
The talks have the backing of the inreally enough," said Wanjalla, a 28Major foreign companies and aid
ternational community. But U.S. Am- year-old who is raising a daughter on
groups have long used Kenya as a
bassador Michael Ranneberger, in an her own. But "it was money."
base in Africa, helping to make the
interview published Tuesday, excountry a regional economic powerpressed reservations about how much The Kenya Private Sector Alliance
house. But "let's face it, many firms
estimates that over the next six
could be accomplished.
don't have to manufacture here,"
months, up to 400,000 Kenyans are
Smith said.
"There is serious concern whether
likely to become unemployed. It also
leaders can come together to work out projects that businesses will lose up to
More than 1,000 people have been
a solution acceptable to Kenyans," he $3.6 billion over the next six months,
killed and 300,000 forced from their
was quoted as telling The Standard.
even if the crisis is resolved immedihomes in violence that has repeatedly
"The postelection (situation) revealed ately.
degenerated into ethnic clashes. Much
deep underlying problems that must
of the anger has been aimed at Presibe addressed as well."
dent Mwai Kibaki's Kikuyu tribe,
long resented for dominating politics He reiterated the U.S. would deny
and the economy.
visas to politicians seen to foment
violence or who worked against
peace.
12
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Super Bowl

Roger Clemens

NY Giants 17 NE Patriots 14

Pitcher testifies to Congress

With the Super Bowl on the line, WASHINGTON – Question by
look who had the perfection thing
down Pat: Eli Manning and the roadconquering New York Giants.
And what a beauty
their 11th straight
road victory was, a
17-14 Super Bowl
win Sunday that shattered the New England Patriots’ unblemished season.

Sports for people who don’t care
The new sports section is designed for the passive fan,
which Kazakhstan has rendered
us all. Here you will find only
the most important stories, as
well as small quips that you can
have for when the US calls and
you have to have something
smart to say about the state of
sports, nay culture, in America.

In one of the biggest
upsets in Super Bowl
history, Manning,
New York's unlikely
Mr. Cool, hit Plaxico
Burress on a 13-yard
fade with 35 seconds
left. It was the Giants' fourth consecutive post-season
away win and the first time the Patriots tasted defeat in more than a year.
What you should think: Boston fans
have had it good this year. The Red
Sox won the World Series, the Pats
made the Super Bowl and the Celtics
are in first place for the first time
since Bird. I can’t prove it, but this
has got to have something to do with
the Kennedys.

question, disputed answer by disputed
answer, Roger Clemens' house of lies
came tumbling down
upon him Wednesday.
Clemens was doomed
from the start,
crushed by sworn
affidavits and repeated under-oath
testimony from
teammate Andy Pettitte and his wife
Laura – almost unimpeachable witnesses –
who not only backed
up the words of former trainer Brian
McNamee, but blew Clemens' own
stories out of the water.
What you should say: I wonder if
Clemens, like other terrorists, had to
seek ‘rocket fuel’ outside the United
States.

NH L A ND NB A S TA ND ING S
NHL East

NHL West

NHL Notes

NBA East

NBA West

NBA Notes

Ottawa 73

Detroit 87

Boston 41-9

New Orleans 36-15

New Jersey 73

Dallas 79

Detroit 39-13

Phoenix 37-16

Carolina 64

Minnesota 72

Orlando 33-21

LA Lakers 35-15

Montreal 73

Anaheim 73

Cleveland 29-23

Utah 34-19

Pittsburgh 71

San Jose 70

Toronto 28-23

San Antonio 34-17

NY Rangers 67

Nashville 69

The Red Wings
are probably
the best team in
the history of
sports. Why do
we continue to
allow French
Canada to field
a team?

Washington 25-27

Dallas 35-18

The Celtics may
have the best
record, but the
West is clearly
the best division.
Why is New Orleans in the
West? Young
NBA fans: do not
grow up and
work for FEMA.
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In te rv i e w wi th Jo h n Ordwa y
from the State Department’s misAmerica’s Official
Voice in Kazakhstan sion here in Kazakhstan, but are
there areas where you think our
missions overlap?

On January 8 , PCV’s Chris Van
th

Fossen and Sven Stafford had a long
discussion with the US Ambassador
to Kazakhstan, Mr. John Ordway,
during which he displayed his impressive knowledge of Kazakhstan
and the Former Soviet Union, his
remarks spanning economics, politics, and history. Excerpts:
Vesti: What has the impact of
Peace Corps been in Kazakhstan?

14

In September 2004, John
M. Ordway presented his
credentials to President
Nazarbayev as U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of Kazakhstan. Mr. Ordway previously served as U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of Armenia from November
2001 until August 2004.

Ambassador Ordway: PC has had a
good positive effect in several areas.
It provides villages with other models and new models for people to see
and compare with. Another important thing that Peace Corps does is a
little bit broader and more strategic
demonstrates what all the speeches
by politicians in Washington never
can do, that there are Americans who
care about the rest of the world and
are engaged and want to do things.

Mr. Ordway was born in California, where he attended
public schools and Stanford
University. Before graduating
with a bachelor’s degree
in history in 1972, he studied
for nine months in Florence,
Italy. He is also
a 1975 graduate of the University of California's Hastings College of Law, and did
a year of advanced graduate
work in Soviet and Eastern
European studies at the University of California, Berkeley
in 1981-82. He and his wife,
Maryjo, have two grown
children, Christopher and
Julia.

V: We currently have two programs, educational and environmental. Are there any other areas
where you see the need for Peace
Corps in Kazakhstan?
AO: One area where we could have
an impact is health care. Health care
is a big challenge for Kazakhstan,
particularly in rural areas. There’s a
lot of interest in trying to reform the
health care system here, and I think
just in terms of providing basic
health education and self-awareness.
Environment is going to be an even
more challenging area for Kazakhstan, particularly in the area of
water. How you manage your water
supply and where your water comes
from are important questions to be
answered.
V: Our director has made clear
that he wants to maintain Peace
Corps as an independent agent

AO: I think one good example is that
we have recently transferred a position to Kazakhstan of Regional English Language Officer. This is a very
skilled and experienced professional
in English language education who is
working with the Kazakhstani government and training institutions to
try to improve their whole approach
to English language education. This
could be a really good relationship to
Peace Corps, who on its own is trying
to improve curriculum and certainly
has a lot of experience down where
the rubber meets the road in how
these programs are actually delivered.
Health is also an area where I can see
collaboration. USAID and CDC have
been working here for the entire independent history of Kazakhstan. They
have a great deal of knowledge and a
lot of contacts. They have a lot of
experience in the Kazakhstani health
sector and close relationships with the
ministry of health. I think if you design a program those are really good
resources to draw upon.
Volunteers should and are
encouraged to use the American Corners resource centers where they exist. I think that most of this can be
done without confusing the fact that
volunteers are just that, volunteers,
and have no stake in carrying out US
foreign policy. I don’t think that the
image of the US government is as bad
as some people think it is in Kazakhstan. The survey data that I have
indicates that Kazakhstanis have a
generally positive view of the US, so I
think there’s not as much to be feared
here in terms of cooperation.
V: Are there any plans to open some
new American Corners here in Kazakhstan?
AO: We have 8 American Corners
now. We’re also interested in opening
up new ones but we’ve got to make
sure the ones we’ve got are working.
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V: What is the process for opening
an American Corners?

was ten years ago, if they’re honest,
they’ll tell you that it is better today.
The other challenge as the
AO: The most important thing is that country becomes modern and the
you need to have the budget. Yes, this economy matures is that you have
particular program comes out of the
fewer and fewer people living off of
State Department budget and within
agriculture and more people involved
that from the Public Diplomacy
in goods and services and more peobudget. The American Corners is a
ple moving to the cities. Managing
sort of joint venture. We provide the this development to insure that there
materials, internet connection, books is no permanent urban underclass is a
and training, etc. The host library has problem for countries from the most
to provide the space, which isn’t nec- developed to the least developed.
essarily a money thing but most certainly is a concern. Then they also
V: There are already villages pophave to provide someone to staff the
ping up around Astana.
Corner who is knowledgeable and can
do the job.
AO: Whether there are Uzbeks and
Tajiks working there in construction
V: A lot of PCVs live in rural areas. or rural people working in the RamCan you comment on the recent
store, I don’t know. It’s not really
inflation, and the effect that is hav- where you are or where you’ve been,
ing on Kazakhstan in regards to the it’s how much progress you’ve made
increasing gap in wealth between
to where you think you ought to be.
the cities and villages?
That is the problem. And I think for
Kazakhstan, especially rural KaAO: A couple of things. First, the
zakhstan, this is potentially a growing
reason inflation happened wasn’t just problem. World populations have a
one thing. It happened everywhere
much better idea of how good life is
throughout the former Soviet Union
in other countries and in the cities. If
including Russia, Ukraine and other
they don’t see some tangible sense of
countries. Part of it is there’s been
improvement and movement in that
this worldwide surge in commodity
direction, that will be a problem. The
prices. There’s not nearly as much
inflation shock kind of shook the uncompetition in Kazakhstan, there
derpinnings of a social compact with
aren’t as many companies. The ima generally positive notion that their
porters tend to be de facto if not de
welfare and prospects were improving
jure, and so there are fewer mechaand had been improving.
nisms available to slow down the
passing on of the price to the conV: Ukraine and Russia instituted
sumer. My guess is that in the rural
price controls, albeit before and
areas it’s even worse because of less
leading up to elections. Were there
competition.
any such measures taken in KaThe issue of salaries, incomes zakhstan?
and just general standards of living, if
you talk to people about what KaAO: This is one of the ironies of Kazakhstan was like in the early to mid- zakhstan’s situation. It is a beneficinineties it was pretty much a disasary in macroeconomic terms, i.e.
trous situation and people were just
commodities. It’s basically a comliving hand to mouth in both the cities modity producer: oil, copper, gold,
and rural areas. There wasn’t enough and wheat. It’s benefiting from the
power, electricity, and heat. It was a
rising prices of those commodities in
very difficult and challenging time.
a macro sense. When it comes down
Statistically, incomes have risen for
to the individual sense, this is a huge
both rural and urban areas, they have problem. As the oil price increases,
just risen faster in urban areas. If you do you want to subsidize the price of
ask people today if it’s better than it
15

oil? It creates all sorts of economic
distortions. So what do you do?
It’s been a tough situation,
and I think the government here has
done what a lot of governments do,
such as job owning, sending people in
to investigate, mutter about how
they’re going to arrest people for
price gauging and they talk about
price controls. What they’re trying to
do is come up with something that
will create more efficiency in the system and keep the prices stable. They
also try to prevent any excess price
gauging or profiteering that’s going
on. In the long run you have to rely
upon regulation and market mechanisms for control.
V: What do you think about Kazakhstan getting the OSCE bid for
2010?
AO: We’re optimistic that Kazakhstan
will do a good job as chairman. We
think that it offers an opportunity for
Kazakhstan to follow through on the
commitments they made in Madrid, to
make better progress in specific areas
of democratization where they seem
to have the intentions of moving forward. We want to support them and
make it a positive for the organization
and for Kazakhstan.
V: Last one, how’s your Russian?
AO: I started studying Russian in
1984, so I’ve been doing Russian off
and on ever since then. I lived 12
years straight in Russian speaking
countries and I use it all the time.
One always hopes for it to be better.
You’re always worried about the mistake you made or the case you’re
looking for, or which verb do I use in
this particular situation. No matter
how long or how much effort you devote you don’t get past that. But, it’s
ok. I can get by.
V: Who are you supporting in the
Presidential election?
AO: I don’t even tell my children that.
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Your New
Leave Policy

As everyone should probably
know by now, Peace Corps Kazakhstan has changed its leave policy
for the second time in the last eight
months. For many volunteers, this
change came very abruptly. No official notification was sent to the volunteer community from the office,
and those that had heard about this
change in advance knew about it
only through the rumor mill. Unlike
the first change in policy, this newest
policy revision was not generated in
country, but is the result decisions
made in Washington DC, affecting
all volunteers worldwide. According
to Country Director John Drotos, the
Peace Corps is “shifting to a more
performance based policy.” The
change in leave policy is likely the
first of several policy revisions that
will begin treating all volunteers
more professionally, while making
them much more accountable for
their at-site behavior.
To properly realize the benefits of the
new leave policy, you must take into
account the most apparent drawbacks in the previous two. No single
piece of policy has affected individual
behavior more than the out-ofcommunity policy. The policy in
place before August of last year essentially micromanaged all of a volunteer’s time away from site. Trips of
12, 24, and 48 hours all required different degrees of notification and
authorization. No travel was allowed
outside of the volunteer’s oblast during the first and last three months of
service. Sometimes volunteers were
required to give a grace period between notifying the office and leaving
site, other times not. And the number
of “supplemental travel” days accrued
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Things you need to know before leaving site
I.

II.

III.

IV.

The first underground railway system was in England
in 1863. It was powered
by steam.
The first metered taxis
were used in Germany in
1897.
The last Model T Ford was
produced on May 26,
1927.
The first speed limit law in
the United States was established in 1901. The
limit for cars in cities was
10 m.p.h.
The cable cars of San
Francisco are the only
moving national landmarks.
Franklin D. Roosevelt had
the first presidential airplane, but John F. Kennedy’s VC-137 was the first
to be called Air Force
One.

notify them of your personal weekend plans. While volunteers living in
cities with site-mates could easily
receive support from each other, volunteers assigned to villages also suffered the additional disadvantage of
being required to spend leave time if
they needed to blow off some steam.
By creating such strict, seemingly
unnecessary, procedural obligations
for how volunteers could spend their
free time, the previous policy discouraged communication between
volunteers and the office while encouraging volunteers to skirt the
rules.

With the newest out-of-community
policy, the meaning of the term
“leave” - clearly its most fundamental element - has been completely
V.
redefined. Under the new out-ofcommunity policy, annual leave, or
vacation time, is any extended period
spent away from site (more than
VI.
three days) or any time spent not
working. Volunteers are no longer
expected to receive permission from
their local supervisors regarding their
free time. As Mr. Drotos explains,
“If you were an employee of a corporation, you are free to take care of
your personal business after work –
same with Peace Corps, but Peace
expressly limited travel that was not
Corps has expectations which require
specifically related to business.
that you devote some of your after
work ‘free time’ to secondary proThe policy established after August
jects, integrating, language learning,
did much to alleviate the confusion,
cultural exchange, etc. This means
inconsistency and restraints stemming that you may handle your personal
from the previous policy, but it did
business, but should not be away from
not go far enough. This policy conyour community so often that you fail
tinued the practice to limiting the
to meet Peace Corps expectations.”
amount of time away though accumu- Granted, this also places a greater
lated days. Even worse, any overemphasis on working; volunteers are
night trip required the approval of the always expected to be working whenvolunteer’s regional manager and lo- ever their counterparts are.
cal supervisor. In the case of education volunteers, this meant notifying
their school director. Few volunteers Communication between the office
see their school director on a regular
and volunteers at site has been
basis, making it often impractical to
streamlined as well. You no longer
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need to go through the process of establishing an itinerary, receiving the
appropriate signatures, and faxing the
whole thing off to the office every time
you decide to spend some time out of
town. Now, whenever you leave the
site, simply text message or call the
guard at the Peace Corps Office. His
number is 8 (777) 370-8043. And if
you are going to miss
work - for example, by
attending another volunteer’s conference - notify
your Regional Manager
as well. As for vacation
time, i.e. annual leave,
nothing concerning procedure has changed. All
volunteers will continue
to receive the same two
days of annual leave
every month, just like
before. Missing work
for personal reasons (not
medical, not Peace Corps
related), or spending an
extended period of time
away from site on vacation still requires the approval both your supervisor and regional manager.
Consolidating up-to-date
information on volunteers’ whereabouts in a
single location benefits
the office by allowing
the administration to
access this information
quickly whenever necessary. Also, by
making communication much simpler
and largely devoid of reproach, the
newest out-of-community policy
moves back in line with the originally
designated goals of Peace Corps administration. As our volunteer handbook states, “Peace Corps Kazakhstan,
as is true of all of Peace Corps, is first
and foremost committed to the safety
and security of the Volunteer.” Everyone already knows that it is in every-
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one’s best interest to encourage communication between volunteers and the
office. It is nice to see the administration reinforce this idea by trying to
make communication as fast and as
headache-free as possible.
One of the unfortunate drawbacks of
any regulation on volunteer travel is

than the previously allowed two days a
month, as long as they do so in a responsible manner. Unfortunately for
OCAPs, whose schedules are far less
flexible, the new out-of-community
policy will seem less beneficial. Those
OCAPs stationed far away from any
major cities or other volunteers will
need to be more creative and maximize
their time if they decide
to leave site, since time
spent away from work
will cost annual leave.

More freedom for the
professional in you

Volunteers should expect
more transitions in policy
similar to this one over
the next year. Mr. Drotos
acknowledges that the
Peace Corps is currently
revising policy, taking
into account that “each
PCV [is] a professional
who knows what is expected and works diligently. We are moving
towards a more formal
work program which involves development of
work requirement statements for PCV’s with
directors and supervisors
of organization and the
Regional Manager periodically evaluating
PCV’s performance.”
Trust and accountability
are the driving factors in
these changes. Managing
the day-to-day lives of
that it is guaranteed to affect some vol- volunteers is antithetical to the goal of
unteers differently than others. The
transforming the Peace Corps into an
newest out-of-community policy is no elite, professional service organization.
exception. Educational volunteers,
Certainly, there will always be volunespecially those living in villages, are
teers that will under-perform, and they
the big winners. Their schedules alwill be dealt with accordingly. But as
ready have many scheduled vacations for now, enjoy your newfound freeand holidays, and they can now spend dom. You have earned it.
these vacations more freely than before. This, in all likelihood, means that Michael Quinn (Kaz 19)
these volunteers will be allowed to
Shuchinsk
spend much more time away from site
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A Dip in the River

On January 19

th

of last year, my
counterpart took me down to the
River Ishim to observe the Russian
Orthodox holiday of Крещение. We
rode an unusually-crowded bus to
Petropavlovsk’s western edge, and
then trudged through the snow with a
procession of plastic-bottle-wielding
бабушки, дедушки, and Slavs of
every age, eventually arriving at an
elaborate, over-policed set-up, replete
with шашлык stands and a parking
lot. Crosses—with Orthodox footrests and без—had been cut into the
ice, from which locals filled bottles,
buckets, and other containers with
river water.
“Today the water is holy”, my counterpart explained. And while technically the water that comes out of your
leaky, Soviet-era sink is equally
blessed, most believers prefer the
touch of authenticity that comes from
natural, unfiltered river water drawn
from a cross-shaped hole. “We don’t
drink it,” she continued, “we just
[sprinkle] it on things.”
A few meters away from the icecrosses (and a van pumping Orthodox prayer from its megaphones), a
deeper trench had been cut. Men,
and occasionally women, were
mounting wooden platforms affixed
to the ends of the trench, crossing
themselves three times, and then
dunking in the frigid water.
“It represents the cleaning out of
some troubles, some sins,” explained
Lena Genadievna, a fellow English
teacher, “for everyone—for common
people.”
Only a few months at site, and still
getting settled in (I was actually worried about being late for a class I had
to teach. Ah, memories), I was not
18

Michael Quinn: Coolest PCV in KZ
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Mr. Pig says,
“Bacon tastes
good, pork chops
taste good.”
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yet prepared to take the plunge myself. But I promised myself—and
my counterpart—I would do it the
following year.
Крещение—the Russian word for
“Christening”, commemorates the
baptizing of Jesus in the river Jordan by St. John. Or at least, that is
what most people believe. A few
others claim it memorializes the
mass-baptism of Kievan Rus by
Prince Vladimir in the year 988.
However, history holds that Vladimir’s subjects immersed themselves
in June, which, all things considered, makes a lot more sense than
jumping into the Dnieper in January.

W r i t i n g

when he woke up that morning, had
no intention of getting in the water.
Petropavlovsk’s set-up is comparatively sophisticated; a large tent
stands near the ice-trench, in which
hypothermic people of all ages and
genders dress and undress. Michael
and I watched a few rounds of Russian dunking, ensured our photographers were in place, and then entered the tent to disrobe.

part’s husband, a pleasant but laconic man, arrived in the tent.
“молодец” he said, extending his
hand.
So, I fulfilled a promise to myself. I
did not die of a cold-induced heart
attack, and eventually I regained
feeling in my feet, which was nice.

Of course, it was not just Petropavlovsk and Akmola Oblast Volunteers
that got in on the action this year.
Exiting the tent and walking back to David O’Connor and Kate Monroe
the platform brought the first unfrom Uralsk are also on record as
pleasant surprise: my feet were
having taken the icy plunge. Many
sticking to the ice. Not enough to
Volunteers have joined the “Polar
slow me down, but certainly notice- Bear” club in the past, and many
able.
others probably did it this year as
Крещение also shares its date with
well, unbeknownst to me.
many Eastern Christian churches’
I mounted the platform, crossed myFeast of Theophany; January 6th on self three times (when in Rome),
For those Kaz 19’s who missed it
the old Julian Calendar, and January and headed down. The icy steps
this year, I highly suggest taking a
19th on the modern, Gregorian. The were slick, and getting in proved
trip north and participating in the
Feast of Theophany holds distincmore difficult than I expected.
Крещение tradition; it is one of
tion with Easter and Pentecost in
Once in the water, every muscle in
those rare opportunities to break
commemorating a moment—in this my body clinched, and my mind
from the day-to-day Peace Corps
case the baptism of Jesus—where
ceased most of its higher functions: experience and form a clear, singuall three members of the Holy Trin- dunk, dunk, dunk, get out! That is
lar memory.
ity were present on Earth simultathe extent of what I remember.
neously.
“I had one of the biggest adrenaline
“The entire process was exhaustrushes of my life, while being surSo, if you believe in these kinds of
ing,” recalls Michael, who followed rounded by the surreal pageantry of
things, the water is probably a bit
me just a few seconds later, “I rethe Russian Orthodox Church,”
holier on January 19th than just any member being barely able to carry
states Mike, “Without a doubt, that
old day.
myself out of the water.”
morning is the most memorable experience I’ve had in Kazakhstan”.
A year after my first Крещение ex- Once out, I gladly accepted the
perience, I stood with my countertowel offered by my counterpart and
part on the ice once more. Accom- fled back into the tent. My feet
Forrest Dunbar (Kaz 18)
panying me were a small contingent were completely numb—like they
Petropavlovsk
of photographers/PCV’s, and one
had been shot through with novoco-thrill seeker: Michael Quinn
cain—making it difficult to put my
from Shuchinsk, a late convert who, socks back on. Soon, my counter-
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How to Slaughter
and Prep a Pig in 10
Simple Steps

1.Let the largest pig out of the
pigpen. Larger pigs require more
feed and of course provide more
meat, so it will be more profitable
for you to slaughter bigger pigs
first, freeing up tenge for extra
feed to quickly fatten up your
smaller ones. Remember, time is
sala.

W r i t i n g

to reach places such as between
the hooves and in and around the
ears. Once you've removed all the
hair and skin, re-pump the flamethrowers—this time to maximum
firepower—and begin to torch the
next layer of skin until it becomes
nothing more than blackened
soot. Be sure to turn off the
flame-throwers when you're done
with them.
5. Take the soaked rag and vigorously scrub the pig until completely
pink,
Sam,

basically everything except the
stomach, small and large intestine, a combination that should
come out together in a nice package. This you can throw to the
dogs while the rest of the organs,
along with the tail and ears, will
be combined to make holodietz.
You'll notice the organ structure
of the pig is very similar to our
own, so nothing should be too
confusing when determining
which is which. Take the other
rag and use it to soak up any
pools of blood that might be remaining in the organ cavity.

2. Take the lasso and after a few
8. Turn the pig on it's side and with
What do we need to
whirls in the air fling it towards
the sharp knife cut off strips of fat
the head of the pig. Once the
slaughter a pig?
about ten inches wide. This is the
lasso is secured around the
precious sala.
What you'll need:
pig pull it tight and then pull
9.After all the fat has been rethe entire pig towards you.
2 Knives, one sharp, one blunt
moved, cut the rest of the pig
Once within reach take one
A lasso (rope)
much like you would a
hand from the rope and
A hand pumping "flame-thrower"
chicken, except for the ribs
wrap it around the neck of
and
spine which both need to
the pig full nelson style. At
A table
be cracked in half first before
this point your friend
A bucket filled with hot water and two rags
being cut out. For a quick idea
should grab the pigs upper
of how much tenge your meat
back leg and pull it back4 pieces of wood
will bring at the market, weigh
wards as hard as he/she can.
Dirty "calhosnik" clothing
just the head and then multiply
3. Take the sharp knife and
A friend
that number by ten.
drive it into the center of
10. The last but most important step.
the pig's neck and with one
Strict tradition calls for a small
thorough thrust, slice dionce
meal of fresh boiled pork soup
rectly through the windagain
making
washed down with vodka directly
pipe and out the front. Release the
sure to not miss those hard to
after pig slaughtering. Wash the
pig from the full nelson. With a
reach places. Adjust the pig so
blood off your hands and dig in;
lacerated windpipe the pig will
that its stomach is facing upwards
you deserve it.
die quickly, although if it has a
and position the pieces of wood
particularly strong heart it may
between its sides and the table.
Samuel Robinson (Kaz-18)
wander around for a few minutes.
Vinnoye
In any event it will eventually fall 6. Remove all four feet by making
small
incisions
in
the
sides,
crackto the ground at which point you
ing each one backwards and then
need to transfer it to the table,
finally cutting through the re[Editor’s Note: Here’s to non-kosher
preferably not the same one you
maining flesh.
Jews!*]
eat on.
7. Take the sharp knife and cut an
4. Pump the flame-throwers so that
oval shape from between the two
you can no longer see the flame
back legs to between the two
and begin to apply evenly across
front legs. Remove this piece to
the skin, scraping off the hair and
reveal all the insides. You'll want
skin with the blunt knife as you
to save the heart, lungs, kidneys,
go. Make sure you get all the hard
20

*Author’s response: “I do not keep
kosher, but I do not eat pork. I kill
pigs strictly for entertainment.”
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An Early Start Towards Women's Day

The result exceeded our expectations—drawing over ninety women in
the four days, with fifty attending at
Gender Week, November 19- least three days, who were awarded
22, 2007
certificates. The women were enthusiastic, receptive, and had a lot of fun
with all of the topics. Our regional
n October, Anna Grigorian, our
manager came to observe, just in time
to see Anna’s self-defense demonstrafriend who is an English Language
Fellow for the U.S. State Department, tion (within a few minutes, all parapproached us about working together ticipants knew to go after the “groin
on a community project in Shymkent; and the eyes” of their attacker).
she had been given funding, which
she could use for any purpose that she Before the conference, we were worried that the content would be chalsaw fit. We began meeting in the
lenging for the locals to understand in
kitchen of her oversized, warm, and
English, so we included daily voState Department-funded apartment,
cabulary lists. However, to our surand hashed out our ideas. What we
prise, most participants understood
came out with was a week-long conthe topics and demonstrated their
ference for women in Shymkent.
comprehension by creating collages
The main goal of the conference was and drawings for the week-long contest, which were rewarded with
empowerment of female educational
DVDs of films used within the trainleaders and students in Shymkent
ings.
from three main universities, with
women between the ages of 18 and 65
Resources used included:
years old*. We also wanted the con-Slim Hopes, a film about body imference to encourage participants to
be leaders and organize their own ac- agery in the media
-Dream World 3, a documentary
tivities and training sessions in the
about the objectification of women in
community, especially for Women's
music videos
Day. We felt that this would ensure
sustainability of our activities, and we -UNDP, Empowering Young Women
to Lead Change
promised to be available to provide
resources and assistance on their pro- -PSI Condom and HIV Commercials
(available from Peace Corps)
jects over the next year.
-EXIT: Inhuman Trafficking, a short
film produced by MTV on human
From Monday - Thursday, 3-6 PM,
trafficking, narrated by Angelina Jolie
we covered topics such as gender &
sex, human rights and abuses faced by -Gender cartoons from the Feminist
women around the world, objectifica- League, a leading women's organization in Kazakhstan
tion of women in the media, selfesteem and body image, sexual health -Human rights commercials from
www.Knowyourrights.org
and HIV/AIDS, domestic violence,
human trafficking, self-defense, leadership, and community building. We
wanted the conference to be as interactive and interesting as possible, so
we included films, games, and training modules from a variety of
sources.

I
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Women’s Day
On March 8th we celebrate
International Women’s Day in
Kazakhstan. It is ostensibly
celebrated in other places as
well, though the United States
does not participate. Much like
the Kyoto Protocol, we are hesitant to make any large commitments, and would much rather
have smaller, bilateral agreements such as Valentine’s Day
and Mother’s Day.

If anyone is interested in getting more
information or having a copy of these
resources, please email one of us:
Kerry O'Brien, kaobrie@gmail.com,
Mika Yasuo, myasuo@gmail.com, or
Dinara Dadabaeva,
ddadabaeva@kz.peacecorps.gov
*Men were invited and some attended
as well.
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Airplanes and Kayaks for a PCV to dish out four, five, or

even up to eight thousand dollars for a Here are a couple more things to keep
plane ticket back to the States.
in mind. Remember to be persistent
and relentless in searching for the best
Sarah
mentioned
that
she
too
had
difticket options. I looked at different
hen my big sister phoned me in
ficulties finding low-priced tickets at
websites everyday for a week to find
the middle of January with the news
the
big
name
travel
websites.
She
my best option. Another thing to conthat she was getting married, I was
suggested
the
user-friendly
sider, although Astana is pushing for
ecstatic. I told myself, “I can’t miss
Kayak.com.
Sarah
explained,
“I
international carriers to offer more
my sister’s wedding.” My sister and
found Kayak.com really randomly. I flights to service the capital, most
her fiancé even set the wedding date
was just doing searches for cheap
flights to and from Kazakhstan still
for August just so I would have the
tickets
online,
and
stumbled
upon
a
only arrive and takeoff from Almaty.
time off from teaching school to come
couple
sites,
but
the
only
one
that
As a result, the PCV’s not living in
home. In fact, I anticipated this possibility before I even left for the Peace seemed to give me lots of options was south Kazakhstan have few options
Corps. I remember telling myself last Kayak.com. It was really rather easy around the ominous twenty or thirty
to get around, and pretty quick.”
hour train ride to Almaty.
summer that there was only one justification for using annual leave
If you are planning on flying
for a trip back to the
back
to the States, whether
States – attending
for
a
wedding
or just for a
my sister’s
little
R
and
R,
hopefully
wedding.
these suggestions will help in
your
endeavor. When finally
When this became a
asked
about her overall expereality this winter, I had to
rience
flying home, Sarah
ask two daunting questions: “How
I also found Kayak.com to be
said, “I know lots of other volunteers
do I get back to the States from Kahassle free. The annoying advertise- who have gone home… everyone
zakhstan?” and more importantly,
ments which plague the big namers
“How do I get back without it costing were nowhere to be found. More im- seems to have a good time, and so far
I have not heard anything bad about it
an arm and a leg?” These two quesportantly, the site presented me with
from anyone. I went home for a wedtions have been asked before by Kaz
an almost infinite cornucopia of plane ding and it was a wonderful experiPCV’s, and many more will face this tickets – all of which were signifisame issue in the future. So here are a cantly cheaper than the tickets offered ence. It refreshed me and showed me
just how much my life has changed. I
few suggestions and helpful tips to
at Priceline and Expedia.
felt my traveling experience was
keep in mind for those PCV’s plangreat, and I would definitely do it
ning to make the long trek home.
Sarah also suggested checking out
again.”
local Kazakhstani travel agencies.
First and foremost, finding a ticket
Nevertheless, she maintained, “Online Check out these websites for more
which is cheaper than $2000 is diffiwas easier for me. I just brought my information:
cult. They exist, as Sarah Cunninginformation to the airport with me and www.kayak.com (Cheap tickets!!!)
ham, a Kaz 18 who made the journey they checked me in there. I did not
www.lufthansa.com (One of the bigthis last fall, told me. The availability need a paper ticket, just the reservagest carriers serving Kazakhstan)
of these tickets depends on numerous tion number and my information.” I
www.united.com (Find cheap tickets
factors: time of year, oil prices, etc.
found the online option was easiest
from Kaz to most cities in the US)
Traveling during the dreaded tourist
for me as well. After looking at
season (aka summer) guarantees that Kayak.com, I checked out the differ- www.astanaairport.kz (Check out the
website to see what companies fly
tickets won’t be cheap. However, the ent websites of international carriers
into the capital)
key word to keep in mind shouldn’t
serving Kazakhstan. I bought my “E- www.alaport.com (Almaty Internanecessarily be “cheap” but “cheaper.” ticket” at Lufthansa.com, where I
tional Airport)
Stay away from the big travel webfound a ticket from Almaty all the
sites like Priceline and Expedia.
way home to the Biggest Little City in Tim Suchsland (Kaz 19)
When I searched these sites, I only
the World – Reno, Nevada.
Yavlenka
found exorbitant prices. It is difficult

Tips for Flying Home on Leave

W
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King of the Road
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Hitching is by far one of the coolest
modes of transport left to us in Peace
ear – if you never risk losing sight Corps. Driving cars and motorcycles
is not allowed; too many people died.
of the shore, you can never know the
Riding bikes and horses without helsheer terror of being lost at sea.
mets is not allowed. Walking alone at
night is discouraged. In many ways,
Traveling in Kazakhstan, losing sight
the best option left to us is getting in a
of the shore is required if you want to
car with a stranger (Do not show
go anywhere. There is so much space
Aliya this paragraph). Hitchhiking is
in this country that you can fit Texas,
cheap, efficient and, in Kazakhstan,
and all the egos from the great Repubwhere every car is a potential ride,
lic, four times over. Everyone has, at
always an adventure.
least once, been sitting in a cab/
marshrutka/train/camel looking out at
During summer vacation last year
nothing and thinking to themselves,
while Chris and his friend Anders
“If I don’t see something I recognize
were in Southern Kazakhstan looking
in 10 minutes, I am calling.” It is
at ancient cities they were abandoned
even scarier at night, and even more
by their taxi in the middle of nowhere.
when you are alone. Only then can
Not knowing what else to do, they
you know the sheer terror of being
quickly saddled up to the side of the
lost in the steppe.
road and waited, thumbs out. The
man that eventually picked them up
I had just finished co-leading a contook the guys back to his house, made
ference in Akkol, Chris Van Fossen’s
them dinner and let them stay the
site, and I was getting ready to go
night. The next day they packed up
back to Shortandy, 40km down the
and moved on.
road. I wanted to take the electrichka,
which runs every night from KokMany of us have had encounters such
shetau to Astana. The electrichka
as this. We place ourselves at the
takes 3 stops to get to Shortandy,
mercy of our hosts, and often come
costs 90 Tenge, and is usually on
away with amazing stories of genertime. I have been riding it up and
osity and kindness. The 18’s have
down the Akmola Oblast for over a
been here 18 months and, as we have
year now. My plan was to leave
grown more confident, have come to
Chris’s house at 5:30, walk the 20
expect this kind of treatment, rather
minutes to the station, and be
home by 6:45, like I’d done a
thousand times before.

F

The plan obviously went
awry. I do not know if I got
lost in Chris’s baba’s eyes, or
if the tea was too strong, but I
do know that I pulled up to
the station just in time for the
train to pull out. Two ladies
from Chris’s church saw me
running and asked me what I
was going to do next. It was
already 6:00 and getting dark.
I told them that I was just
going to walk to the road and
indulge in my new favorite
pastime in Kazakhstan, hitchhiking.
23

than be surprised by it. It was with
this attitude that I was walking out of
Akkol towards the main road.
The path to the road was much longer
than I remember. By the time I had
gotten to the center of town, right by
the church, I realized that at this pace
I would not even reach the road before nightfall. Amazingly, the two
ladies who had seen me at the train
station had seen me from their taxi.
They stopped near the church and
then paid the driver to take me the rest
of the way out to the road. The taxi
dropped me at the intersection and I
made a mental note to roll my eyes
less when I heard the word “missionary.”
As I waited on the road for a car to
stop and take me home the sun set. I
had been standing for about twenty
minutes when a Mercedes wagon
stopped and I got in the back seat.
The driver and I did not speak for the
first 20 minutes, but the silence was
broken by the driver’s curiosity. As I
formulaically disposed of his questions, he asked me this, “Did you hear
about the German who was killed and
dumped out in the steppe earlier last
week?”
“Excuse me. Died? No, I didn’t hear
that,” I answered honestly.
“Yeah, he was shooting some
film in Astana. He was walking in the streets alone at
night, and some gang members came up and beat him
and left him for dead.”
“That’s too bad.”
“Yeah. You shouldn’t be out
here alone at night you know.”
“I know, but I missed the
train.”

Ride with someone you trust.

“You should have stayed in
Akkol overnight and then
gone home in the morning.
It’s dangerous out here. You
never know who could be out just
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looking to have some fun with you.
Understand?”

Before my taxi driver mentioned it to
me, I was oblivious to the fact that to
him, I was just another foreigner pass- F e t c h i n g W a t e r
“Yes.”
ing through. Sure I had told him that
I was a teacher and I was going to a
“I can travel alone if I want to. I’m a small village in the steppe, but how
he other week I was subjected to
local. You. You’re not a local. You
was he to know that I was telling the
an impromptu lesson about water and
can’t just go wherever you want at
truth?
below-freezing temperatures that, on
night. Understand?”
further reflection, I realized was rather
Inside our communities we take our
“Yes. You can pull over here, I can
trustworthiness for granted. We
indicative of my on-going experience
walk the rest of the way.”
should remember that we do not carry here in Kazakhstan. Allow me to
this trust far beyond the borders of
elaborate.
“Ok. Don’t do this ever again. Good our small universes in Kazakhstan. I
luck to you.”
did some fact checking the next week The water that my babushka Larissa
at school, and found that Marcus
Antonovna uses in the house for
“I won’t. Good luck to you too.”
Bensmann, a 38-year-old German
cooking her soups and making chai
investigative journalist was found
does not come from the city water
Another example of generosity and
beaten on the streets of Astana withsystem. The water that we bathe in
kindness, the driver did not even
out shoes or a jacket. He was foland use to wash our clothes is apparcharge me for the trip. The nice ride
lowed and attacked after leaving a
was almost enough to distract me
club, Chocolate, alone between 3 and ently un-potable, or at least it smells
from the creepy sidebar about the
4 in the morning [Forrest’s note: some funny. So, we go to a different source
dead German. It is not the kind of
claim this was not a random act of
for the consumable stuff. Just down
reassuring besbarmakisms that I am
gang violence, but payback by the
the street is a well with good, clean,
used to. During the ride I never felt
Uzbek government, of which Bensnatural water. I am not sure, but I
like I was in danger from the driver,
mann was very critical]. He claimed suspect that this water source is
but his discourse did get me thinking to be doing research for his upcoming somehow connected to the Tobol
about my travel habits.
documentary on the capital.
River just five blocks away. Larissa
has four big plastic jugs that we fill up
The most dangerous times for Peace
Peace Corps volunteers are in no danCorps Volunteers are at the beginning, ger of finding themselves in the same for her periodically. Igor and Andre
middle and end of service. In this
situation as Mr. Bensmann. Our mis- (the other two boys who rent rooms
from Larissa) and I take turns going
regard 18’s and 19’s have much in
sion here is much more benign. Mr.
common. The 19’s are just starting
Bensmann did not deserve what hap- out to the well to fetch the water. The
other day neither of the other two
out, not sure where to go, who to ask pened to him. Had he been smarter,
or how much to pay. The 18’s are
however, he might have taken more
boys were at home, so it was my turn.
overconfident, know everything and
steps to avoid it.
like being able to show off how much
The well is a simple enough affair.
they have adjusted. Both situations
Don’t let thoughts of safety prevent
Positioned on a bit of raised ground
make for victims, and we should be
you from having your adventures.
next to Abai Street, it consists of a
three-foot pipe sticking straight out of
careful to follow the more important
Odds are if you joined the Peace
guidelines outlined for us by Aliya.
Corps in the first place, the promise of the snow-covered earth. You hold the
• Travel during the day
adventure was half the appeal. There handle down and the water comes out
of the spigot. At least that is what is
• Travel in groups
are so many interesting places and
• Arrive early for trains and
people in Kazakhstan that it would be supposed to happen. That is what had
buses
a crime to spend 2 years cooped up in always happened before. But this
particular evening after I had trekked
one place. The best stories are the
out to the well with the four jugs, poWe all spend a lot of time serving in
often ones that happen in between.
sitioned jug #1 under the spigot, and
our communities. During our service Just be careful, Kazakhstan has more held the handle down, nothing
we come to feel accepted and comin between than anywhere else.
happened. I tried again, forcing the
fortable in this roll. When traveling
handle down further. I removed the
this sense of belonging can work
Sven Stafford (Kaz-18)
jug, grabbed the handle with both
hands and clanged it up and down a
against us. We apply the same judgShortandy
few times. I held it down for even
ment learned in our communities
longer and placed my ear next to the
among people who have grown accuspipe, believing that I could just make
tomed to us as we do total strangers.

T
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out the sounds of moving water. But
to no avail. Nothing happened. The
well was frozen.
I was already mentally preparing the
Russian words I would need to use
in telling Larissa that I could not get
her water, when a man with a tin
pail came walking down the street.
"Frozen?" he said. "Yes," I responded, hoping that he wouldn't
attempt any further communication.
I moved over for him to give it a try
and spent a little time retrieving my
empty water containers. Since the
pipe is on the top of a slight bump,
the jugs had slid down the incline
and lay scattered in the snow. I put
them back in order while the man
started rattling away on the handle.
He slammed it up and down, rocking
the whole pipe with the force of his
blows. I reached over and held his
pail under the spigot so he could use
both hands in his violent attempts to
break the inside ice. We were there
for a while. In the cold Kazakhstani
night this stranger clamored away at
the well while I (a different kind of
stranger) crouched next to it, holding
the pail in place. The man seemed
unwilling to admit defeat as he kept
working away at the handle.
Soon his tenacity achieved results. A
chunk of ice landed with a clump in
the pail and the water was quick to
follow. I held the bucket steady, but
the water kept on coming and the
bucket was small. All of a sudden it
was overflowing and my glove was all
wet and I immediately learned that
lesson I had referred to earlier about
the physics of water. Namely, I
learned that if it is cold enough, water
does not waste any time in turning
into ice. Freezing is not just something that happens gradually to the
little ice cubes in your freezer. No, if
the temperature is low enough freezing becomes an almost violent
process. The overflowing water
sloshed around my feet and ran down
the small incline and instantly I was
standing on pure ice. Then I was not
standing on pure ice anymore because
I had slipped. I landed on my knee,
but by grabbing the well on my way
down I was able to control my fall
before it got ridiculous.
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man with his clearer understanding
of Kazakhstani wells who helped
me. Without him I would have gone
home waterless.

By this time the man had released the
handle and started saying something.
I kind of mmhmmed in response and
tried to pry my once-wet glove from
its place of frozen adherence on the
side of the well. I think the man was
just making sure that I was okay. As
soon as I had freed my stiffened glove
from the metal and demonstrated that
I was fine, he picked up his pale and
went home. I proceeded to recollect
the plastic jugs, which had scattered
again. Soon thereafter I completed
my errand, standing carefully on the
now well-iced bump and filling each
jug, making extra sure not to spill.
When I got back to the house, Larissa
wanted to know what took so long.
Through charades and broken dialogue I told her about the recent
events.
And so you ask, "What does this have
to do with your on-going experience
in Kostanai?" Well, initially I was
quite pleased with myself that I was
available to help the man with the tin
bucket. I mean, however would he
have broken through the ice if I had
not been there to steady his pail? But
when I found myself indisposed by
my fall I saw him deftly move his foot
over, setting it on the other side of the
bucket to keep it from sliding away.
Quite honestly, he did not need me at
all; I was dispensable. He could do
this thing all on his own. And, in fact,
instead of me helping him, it was this

I guess you could say that I'm learning that I'm expendable. If I were
not here, Kostanai Pedagogical College would still function and someone else would pick up those night
classes I have been teaching. There
might not be an English Club at the
school, but it is not as if they really
require an English Club anyway. In
all reality, I do not need to be here.
From the man with the pail to my
university students, everyone would
get by just fine without me. They
did so before I arrived, and they will
do so after I leave. In fact, perhaps,
perhaps we are all expendable in
some way [Editor’s Note: De Gaul
once said, “The graveyards are full of
indispensable men”]. In cold reality,
perhaps we are all not quite as important as we would like to think.
But that is not all. It is not all that
bleak. Expendable or not, I was ultimately really glad to be there, stooped
over in the Siberian night next to a
well and a Kazakhstani. It was a rich
incident and I am so grateful that I
was given the opportunity to experience it. It was strange and uncomfortable and humbling, but even still,
it was good, and I was blessed to experience this particular brand of
goodness . . . and come to think of it,
since both Igor and Andre were still
on New Year’s break and not due to
be home in a week, maybe I was actually helping someone; after all,
Larissa could never have made it out
there on her own.
And so it goes. I oscillate between
feeling wildly helpful and completely
useless and within it all I cannot quite
shake my amazement that yes, helpful
or not, I am indeed here, doing these
things, living life, fetching water in
Kostanai. It is good. And in all this, I
am learning this lesson: that when we
are freed by the realization that primary importance does not lie within
us, we are made free to enjoy life all
the more.
Matthew Fledderjohann (Kaz-19)
Kostanai
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Some Self-Indulgent things on my mind, relationships were be breaking up before I left. It would
not one of them, since I did not have
just be another part of the process:
Thoughts about
one at the time or and certainly did
finish packing, file power of attorney,
Valentines

I am pretty sure you are all sick of
hearing about my boyfriend by now. I
know every Kaz-19 who trained in
Uzunagash is, and my unofficial sitemates in the Karaganda area probably
are, too. I understand this. In fact,
there are times when I am sick of
hearing about him. My LCF called
him a bear, drew his picture, and
interrogated me about his career
plans. My counterpart's wife called
him a mountain and told me I look
like Thumbelina next to him, which is
just not fair to either of us. My
supervisor at college told my regional
manager about him and then advised
me to get a Kazakhstani boyfriend as
well, because just one man was "a
narrow life." And my host babushka
keeps tabs on how often he Skypes
me and casts aspersions on his
character if she thinks it has been too
long. Every time I hiccup, she looks
at me and smiles. "Eric must be
thinking about you!"
I kind of hope so. With Valentine's
Day approaching, I am definitely
thinking about him.
I did not exactly plan on bringing this
type of emotional baggage to
Kazakhstan. I met Eric before I
started the Peace Corps application
process, but after I had initiated a
community-based anti-procrastination
plan, which was to tell everyone I had
ever met that I was going to join the
Peace Corps after I graduated. Thus, I
knew that if I did not start putting
together my application soon, I would
have to answer to my aunt-in-law-inlaw and my fourth-grade teacher and
that one guy at the Olive Garden
about why I was not halfway around
the world yet. Of all the PC-related
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not plan on seeking one out. So while
I was worried about being away for
two years from my mom and my cat
and the St. Louis Cardinals, the
potential complications of a
relationship on my Peace Corps
ambitions (and vice-versa) were
never even on the
radar.
Then I took a
class, and
wrote a paper,
and happened to
ask one of my
coworkers for
help. The class was
ENG 504 Discourse
Analysis, the paper was
"Narrative Coherency Strategies in
Tabletop Role-Playing Games
(RPGs)", the coworker was Eric and
the help involved sitting in a
dormitory lounge with him and his
friends while they played Dungeons
and Dragons; I brought the tape
recorder and the cookies. If you think
this is a nerdy, nerdy way to get
together, well, you are right. But we
are nerdy, nerdy people; sci-fi films,
Neil Gaiman and the morality of
costumed vigilantism form much of
the basis of our relationship. You do
not just pass up that kind of shared
interest lightly.

Eric knew from the beginning that I
was going into the Peace Corps. I
figured out very quickly that this was
not going to be some one-date
wonder. But I was cynical enough—
or maybe delusional enough—that I
really could not believe he would still
be around when I headed off to
staging. I went into the relationship
with it already over in my mind. And
when I got to that yellow form about
relationships, I was able to coldly
write down that we would most likely

download Skype, dump boyfriend.
But never just yet; not until after
spring break, after graduation, after I
knew for certain I would clear the
medical checks, after his birthday.
Why not enjoy the summer while we
had it?

After all, I could quit any
time.
Right.
Eric found it just has
hard to let go as I did.
Before I left, he gave me a
necklace, a poem, and a
stuffed panda, which we
promptly christened Lü—the IChing trigram for "the Wanderer."
Then we went for a walk in the park,
and if there had ever been a time to
say goodbye, that was it, between the
glittering fountains and clouds stained
pumpkin-orange by sodium-arc
streetlights. But I just could not do it.
Neither of us could. He came to the
airport with my parents to see me off,
and I passed through the portals of
security with the whole issue still
hanging.
I know I am not the first volunteer in
history to go into service with a
significant other not in tow. Heck,
some of you have a fiancé(e) or even
a spouse back home. So I know I will
not be alone, this Valentine's Day, if I
get a little maudlin at all the hearts
and flowers, if I stutter worse than
usual when people ask me about Eric
in Russian, if I kind of want to
scribble over the sticker for "День
Святого Валентины" somebody, at
some point, stuck to the mirror in the
teacher's room at my college. (I will
certainly be alone in having tender
thoughts about "H.P. Lovecraft's
Dagon" or Spiderman, but please see
above re: nerdy, nerdy people.)
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I used to approach Valentine's Day
with a stylishly detached cynicism
because I did not have anyone to
celebrate with; cards from friends or
family seemed insincere, and
watching everyone else get schmaltzy
with their significant other was
vaguely nauseating. Now, some kind
of detached cynicism is the target,
because the price of having my cake
and eating it too is spending the
sappiest holiday of the year away
from the only person on Earth who is
a guaranteed bigger nerd than me.

W r i t i n g

Heteronormativity

Granted, we all may have had a bit

of an agenda before we arrived at our
permanent site. This agenda may have
become slightly distorted since our
original arrival in-country, but still, the
ideas of grandeur and change we’ve
been harboring since the first images
of a life in Peace Corps across the seas
probably remain tucked away, albeit in
the periphery of our vision to simply
survive the next two years.

For example, militant PC-isms (political correctness, not a mishmash of acronyms) have been whispering to me
I know I should not let it get me
since I first stepped off the plane in
down. Believe me, I know. I worry
Almaty. Armed with a Women’s Studabout whether I am slowly killing this ies Undergrad and a dash of sass, I had
relationship precisely because I did
every intention of turning my community into a gender neutral, gender
not euthanize it back in the park in
stereotype-defying, and sexuality
August. I worry about whether I can
spectrum-loving sector.
be an effective volunteer when one
little part of my mind is always on
Things are slightly different now. Dewhen/whether I am going to see Eric spite just generally feeling like a jerk
again. I worry about whether I worry for my original disrespect of traditions,
too much. And I know that, with 638 customs, and cultural sensitivity, I still
days left between this Valentine's Day struggle with the knowledge that heteronormativity is a damaging and conand COS (yes, I counted), all that
tributing factor to Kazakhstan’s (and
worry is not going to come to much. I PCV’s) GLBTQ population’s lack of a
am not normally a big believer in fate voice…and I can’t imagine I am alone
or inevitability, but I can usually find in this discomfort.
a certain freedom in uncertainty. If
Last Saturday found me and two of my
Eric and I are still together by the
site mates at a weekly English discustime I finish my service—whether I
ET next week or extend a third year— sion group focused on the topic of “the
Secrets of Love”…yow! As I’ve made
then I doubt anything else is going to another one of my personal goals to
be able to come between us. If not… integrate the words ‘sexy’ and ‘sassy’
well, I will not be able to say it was
into English language practice, I felt
drawn to this discussion topic. After
the Peace Corps that broke us up.
breaking into small groups, we got
After all, we have made it this long.
down to the nitty-gritty. Hangin’ tough
What's another six hundred thirty(NKOTB!), we negotiated the objectieight days?
fication of women’s bodies, normative
gender roles, and ‘courting methods’
So here's to Eric O. Scott, and all the for young people in Karaganda…per
other loved ones playing Penelope to the usual, I sat uncomfortably, trying to
facilitate a discussion that made space
their volunteers' Ulysses. And to all
for the possibility of queer (GLBTQ)
my fellow Ulysseses (Ulyssi?)…
participants in our group. I couldn’t
Happy Valentine's Day. Ithaca is not
imagine one of the 5-7 kids who were
that far off. Just enjoy the trip.
in the group jumping up and saying,
“oh, but I shan’t be getting married,
Megan Kennedy (Kaz 19)
nor do these male/female dynamics
apply to me!”, as the tones set in our
Saran
groups rarely promote an acceptance,
or even a tolerance of that possibility.
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Throwing around gender neutral terms
like “partner” or “significant other”
only gets you so far, and when the
questions get directly addressed to
your own dating preferences, you can
be honest (and feel severely alienating
and alienated) or you can….be half
honest (and feel like a sell-out)*.
And there is an interest, you know? An
interest in a demographic that must
stay silent for issues of safety and survival. At another English group just
yesterday, a new friend suggested the
topic “homosexual culture” based on
the controversy surrounding gay pride
parades in Moscow. Although immediately following this she was humorously accused of being a lesbian by
another group mate (usually referred to
as ‘lesbian-baiting’) causing her to
become defensive, there was that
original interest in discussing human
rights issues that I felt hinted at a tolerance that seems so rare these days.
Okay, so, right, whatever, I’m sure this
is all old news to everyone who’s noticed it. Being GLBTQ in Kazakhstan
isn’t exactly an easy situation, let alone
being a host country national who’s
GLBTQ (from what I’ve been told).
And while I’m not necessarily suggesting you hit up the Gay Club in Temertau to watch your colleagues perform
their drag show (I’m just saying, some
of us have this option), I am concerned
and interested with the positions of
PCV’s in communities that may not
create a space for their GLBTQ members. I’m concerned because I don’t
feel that I’m handling the situation so
well myself, and when it comes down
to it, the safety, health and well-being
of all Kazakhstanis is something we
should be concerned with as PCV’s, as
well as the safety, health and wellbeing of each other.
So, I guess what I’m saying is, “can a
sister get some help? Holla’ if you feel
me.” I’m interested in how other
PCV’s have been handling similar
situations, from all perspectives.
Let me know:
kmrkazakh@gmail.com
*based on personal experience and
certainly not suggested as a model for
change
Katie Roders,
Kaz-19, Karaganda
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package reaches U.S. institutions.

Opportunity Initiative: Helping

•

Costs of translations and certifications of the student’s official
documents and records.

•

Cost of international telephone
or Internet communications
with receiving institution for the
purpose an admissions interview or to finalize details.

You Take the Next Step Toward
Study in the U.S.!
Opportunity Initiative grants are
support for talented international
students who may need financial
help to take the next steps toward
study in the United States at an accredited institution of higher learning.
These grants are available now to
help cover the upfront costs of seeking higher education in the U.S.,
and are part of EducationUSA’s
broad range of assistance to international students.
We want to demonstrate that international students like you are welcome in the U.S., and increase access to U.S. institutions of higher
learning for deserving students who
have broad interests and ambitions
but modest means. These grants
make it possible for students who
would be otherwise unable to afford
the costly application process to
take the next step toward an education in the United States.
What Can the Grants Pay For?
•

•

Testing fees, including additional score reports, for TOEFL,
SAT, GRE and other specialized
tests required by U.S. institutions.
Round-trip transportation and, if
necessary, overnight accommodation and meals at testing sites
located far from the student’s
home.

•

Application fees for U.S. institutions to which the student is
applying.

•

International courier fees to ensure the student’s application
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•

Costs relating to applying for
appropriate U.S. visa.

•

Round-trip transportation to a
U.S. Embassy or Consulate and,
if necessary, overnight accommodation and meals.

•

Transportation to the U.S. to the
institution where student will
begin studies.

•

Advanced English lessons for
specialized uses to enhance student’s competitiveness in his/
her academic field (i.e. technical English, scientific English,
business English, etc.)

•

A one-time settling-in allowance.

•

Limited financial aid to supplement assistance offered by
an accredited U.S. institution of
higher learning when the offer
falls short of meeting the student’s needs.

How to Apply
There are no complicated forms or
lengthy procedures. Students who
wish to apply should simply contact
an adviser at the nearest EducationUSA advising center abroad for
details.
Contact information is included in
this pamphlet, and a full list of advising centers worldwide is available online
www.educationusa.state.gov/centers
/
Remember, Opportunity Initiative
grants are here to help you take the

next step toward an American
higher education. You may apply
early in the process of applying to
go to the U.S., for help with testing
fees, or you may apply after acceptance at a school in the United
States, for limited financial aid
funds to help pay for your studies.
This program is only open to students who will not receive a Fulbright or other U.S. Governmentsponsored grant.
On the Web
EducationUSA’s web site at
www.educationusa.state.gov has a
wealth of information on undergraduate, graduate and other higher
education opportunities in the U.S.
We offer unbiased information on
choosing a school, obtaining a visa
tips on pre-departure and more.
More About EducationUSA
EducationUSA is a global network
of more than 450 advising centers
supported by the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at the
U.S. Department of State. Our goal
is to fosters mutual understanding
between the United States and other
countries by promoting personal,
professional, and institutional ties
between private citizens and organizations in the United States and
abroad.
US Educational Advisers in Kazakhstan:
Bilim Educational Adviser Centers:
in Almaty : iklimenko@bilim.kz
(contact person Inna Klimenko)
in Karaganda:
soros_kar_rc@nursat.kz ( Askar
Bekishev)
in Shymkent: aturdaliyev@mail.ru
(Arman Turdaliyev)
in Aktobe: info@akeac.com (Talgat
Ayapbergenov)
Educational Adviser Center in Astana:
astana_eac@americancouncils-kz.c
om (Irina Shubina)
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Kazakhstani Hit Parade
SuperStar KZ is a reality television show based on the popular British
show Pop Idol. The show, aired on Perviy Kanal (First channel) Evrasia
on Saturdays at 18:50, is a contest to determine the best young singer in
Kazakhstan. Voting by SMS or phone ends at 22:40 on Saturdays, with
the results presented from 22:30 to 23:00.
A supplement show SuperStar KZ Dnevnik (SuperStar KZ Diary), shown twice weekly, provides a
recap of the previous show and week's events for the contestants. A mix of ethnic groups, typical of
the diversity in Kazakhstan, is usually represented, including Kazakhs, Russians, Koreans,
Uyghurs, and Tatars.
SuperStar KZ uses 16 audition cities to find the best talent in all of Kazakhstan, including: Astana,
Taraz, Aktau, Semey, Pavlodar, Atyrau, Shymkent, Kyzylorda, Taldykorgan, Ekibastuz, Aralsk,
Oskemen, Karaganda, Kokshetau, Aktobe finally finishing in Almaty. .

Мәңгілікке
ә. А.Дүйсенов
Түні бойы өзің жайлы ойладым
Толғанды жүрегім кірпік қақпады
Қателітерім білмедім түсіне алсаң
Кешір жаным, өтінемін
Қал мәңгілікке жанымда қалшы
Сол ғажайып сәттерді есіңе алшы
Сол махаббаттың әнін бір салшы
Жан арманым
Сырласар адамым жоқ сенен өзге
Шер тарқаттым мұңымды
Ашып айттым өзіңе
Өміріме мағына мақсат берер
Өзің ғана, шамшырағым
Қал мәңгілікке жанымда қалшы
Сол ғажайып сәттерді есіңе алшы
Сол махаббаттың әнін бір салшы
Жан арманым
Өтінемін
Қал мәңгілікке жанымда қалшы
Сол ғажайып сәттерді есіңе алшы
Сол махаббаттың әнін бір салшы
Жан арманым

♫
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Almas Kishkenbayev
(Kaz: Алмас Кiшкенбаев,
born June 1 1985 in Kzylorda)

Almas is a singer who rose to popularity after winning
SuperStar KZ, the Kazakh version of Pop Idol,
shown by Perviy Kanal Evraziya.
Almas is also the second only Idol winner who was previously a Wildcard on the show, next to Canada's Ryan
Malcolm from Canadian Idol. Almas advanced to the
finals as the jury's choice even though he received 3rd
highest votes.
Almas lives at his home with his mother Aynash;
brothers Bolat, Bekzat & Berik; sisters Dina & Aliya.
Musical influences:
Boyz II Men, Gaukhar Kaspakova.
Favourite actors:
Leonardo DiCaprio & Kate Winslet

mp3 file is available via estepanova@kz.peacecorps.gov
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Russian Hit Parade

Группа БИС

Star Factory (Russian: Фа́брика звёзд [FAB-rih-kah zvyozt]) is a Russian television
show aired on "Channel One". Normal people become singers magically. This reality
show is based on Star Academy format similar to Operacion Triunfo and Star Academy
France. In some way it may be similar to American Idol reality show.

Я твой или ниче́й...
Все́волод Соколо́вский, 15 лет.
Дми́трий Бикба́ев, 19 лет
1-ый купле́т
Опя́ть по ра́дио но́вый хит,
А я пока́ ещё не знамени́т.
И ей меня́ - не узна́ть, а мне её - не догна́ть,
Когда́ она́ по ночно́й лети́т
Она́ - на кры́льях, я - на метро́,
В душе́ - цуна́ми, в карма́не – зеро́...
И я звоню́ науга́д, но ни оди́н опера́тор
Мне не даёт её номеро́к.
Припе́в:
Алло́! Занесло́ меня́
Алло́! Скажи́ хоть сло́во мне!
Бегу́, не зна́ю зачем́ ...
Я твой или ниче́й!!!
Алло́! Занесло́ меня́...
Алло́! Он, но не сло́мленный...
Нажми́ на па́узу, дидже́й!
Я твой или ниче́й!
2-ой купле́т
Я приближа́юсь к ней ка́ждый день,
А настига́ю всегда́ то́лько тень.
Подру́ги "со́хнут" по мне, а я заци́клен на ней.
Они́ зову́т меня́: "Crazy man"
Не всё то зо́лото, что блести́т.
Я напишу́ для неё но́вый хит.
Она́ услы́шит, поймёт, что я пою́ для неё
И наконе́ц-то притормози́т.
Припев: Алло́! Занесло́ меня́ etc.
Припе́в: Алло́! Занесло́ меня́ etc.
Я твой или ниче́й!
Я твой или ниче́й!
Я твой или ниче́й!
Я твой или ниче́й!

♫
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Language 2/08
SMS-ки (Russian/Kazakh = Rus/Kaz)
I.
Russian and Kazakh often take technological lexicons and "Russifes" them. Those words associated with mobile telephones and their use are no exception. For example, Russian and Kazakh not only use the straight-forward translation
"моби́льный телефон /ұялы телефон," but has also developed several shorter forms including "моби́льный,"
(Rus /Kaz) and "моби́льник."( Rus /Kaz) Other less-used variants derived from the same root are "моби́ла," (Rus
/Kaz ) "мо́бил," (Rus /Kaz) and "моби́лка." (Rus /Kaz)
Russian and Kazakh have applied the same process to the term "cellular telephone." The most appropriate translation
is "со́товый телефо́н."( Rus /Kaz) "Со́товый" come from "со́та" in Russian, which is a more precise term than
“cell” in English. "Со́та" refers specifically to a honeycomb. Shorter terms based on this term include "со́товый"
(Rus /Kaz) and the less-used "со́тик" (Rus /Kaz) and "со́тка." (Rus /Kaz)
A cell phone may also be called a "труба́," (Rus /Kaz ) or "тру́бка," (pipe), a term that can be applied to any handset.
This includes handsets connected to a landline which, in Russian and Kazakh, is known almost exclusively as a
"городско́й телефо́н (Rus) / қалалық телефон" (Kaz) or "городско́й (Rus) / қалалық" (Kaz) or "обы́чный
(Rus) / жай (телефон) " (Kaz).
II.
The same has been applied to SMS, which in Russian and Kazakh is sometimes written with Latin letters (SMS),
sometimes in Cyrillic transliteration (СМС), and sometimes in Cyrillic phonetic transliteration (Эсемес). All seem to
be accepted forms, though the first two are used most often. Diminutives of each of these also exist, though there is
some debate still about weather they should be allowed in educated speech. They are usually written "SMSка" (or
"SMS-ка") [э-cэ-мэ́с-ка], "СМСка" (Rus /Kaz) (sometimes "СМС-ка") and "эсемеска," respectively.
SMS, as in English, has also become a verb in Russian and Kazakh: эсеме́сить [э-сэ-мэ́-сить] (sometimes spelled
partly with Latin letters: SMSить). This means, of course "to send an SMS." However, the generally accepted way to
express this action is with the phrase "отправля́ть/ отпра́вить SMS [э-сэ-мэ́с] (Rus) /СМС жіберу (Kaz)
Other verbs and phrases associated with telephone communication include:
III.
перезва́нивать /перезвони́ть (Rus) / қайта қоңырау шалу/ қайта звондау / қайта хабарласу (Kaz) (to call
back). It is also quite common, if a person has received a call at an inconvenient time, to simply pick up the phone and
say something like: "Перезвоню́. Хорошо́? (Rus)/ Тағы звондаймын,/ сосын қайта хабарласамын жақсы
ма?" (Kaz). They then almost immediately hang up. This means they can't talk now but will call back.
IV. cбра́сывать /сбро́сить звоно́к (Rus/Kaz) /-«лақтыру», (мен саған лақтырамын (Kaz)
a. cбра́сывать /сбро́сить звоно́к (to deny a call). In terms of etiquette, this is considered acceptable in Kazakhstan for calls placed to mobile telephones (and most places). It simply means that you called at an inconvenient time.
b. As a Volunteer, in order to save your own money you often just dial your Regional Manager’s cell phone and
immediately hang up without waiting for an answer. You "сбра́cываете звонки́". This action means you
ask the Manager to call you back.
c. If you ask somebody to send you information on your cell phone, you ask "Сбро́сь/те мне + ----" or
«Mаякни́/те» (Rus/Kaz – slang)
d. If you send a text message you «сбра́cываете" as well.
V.
If there is no signal for your phone, you won't be able to call anyone and you could say to your friend, "I can't get a
signal here," "Нет сигна́ла (Rus) / белгі жоқ (Kaz)," or "There's no reception here," - "Нет свя́зи (Rus) /
Байланыс жоқ (Kaz)."
If your phone doesn’t work effectively you may give a comment using a slang verb: "Мой телефон глю́чит (Rus) /
Қуып кетті / қуып жур (Kaz)."
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VI: Translate this sentence:
I was supposed to meet Bill at the library, but he texted me that he would be late.
Kaz:_________________________________________________________________________
Rus:__________________________________________________________________________

VII. Verb Conjugation:
to send/to text - oтправля́|ть, I (imperfective) (кому́? + Dat.; что: + Acc).

я
ты
он, онá
мы
вы, Вы
они

Настоя́щее
Present
отправля́|ю
отправля́|ешь
отправля́|ет
отправля́|ем
отправля́|ете
отправля́|ют

Прошéдшее
Past tense
отправля́|л|(а)
отправля́|л|(а)
отправля́|л|(а)
отправля́|ли
отправля́|ли
отправля́|ли

Императи́в
Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
Imperative
бýд|у
бýд|ешь
Отправля́|й!
отпр
бýд|ет
авля
бýд|ем
ть
бýд|ете
Отправля́й|те!
бýд|ут

отпра́в|ить, II (5 в/вл) (perfective) (кому́? + Dat.; что: + Acc).
Настоя́щее
Present
я
ты
он, онá
мы
вы, Вы
они
======================
Kazakh: to send/to text жіберу
Осы шак
Present
мен
жібер|е|мін
сен
жібер|е|сің
сіз
жібер|е|сіз
ол
жібер|е|ді
біз
жібер|е|міз
сендер
жібер|е|сіндер
сіздер
жібер|е|сіздер
олар
жібер|е|ді

Прошéдшее
Past tense
отпра́вил|(а)
отпра́вил|(а)
отпра́вил|(а)
отпра́вил|и
отпра́вил|и
отпра́вил|и

өткен шақ
Past tense
жібер|дім
жібер|дің
жібер|діңіз
жібер|ді
жібер|дік
жібер|діңдер
жібер|діңіздер
жібер|ді

Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
отпра́вл|ю
отпра́в|ишь
отпра́в|ит
отпра́в|им
отпра́в|ите
отпра́в|ят

келер шақ
Future tense
жібер|е|мін
жібер|е|сің
жібер|е|сіз
жібер|е|ді
жібер|е|міз
жібер|е|сіндер
жібер|е|сіздер
жібер|е|ді

Императи́в
Imperative
Отпра́в|ь!
Отпра́в|ь|те!

Бұйрық рай
Imperative
Жібер!
Жібер|іңізші!
Жібер|ші!

cбрасы́ва|ть,I (imperfective) (что? + Accusative) / (звоно́к)

я
ты
он, онá
мы
вы, Вы
они
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Настоя́щее
Present
сбра́сыва|ю
сбра́сыва́|ешь
сбра́сыва́|ет
сбра́сыва́|ем
сбра́сыва|ете
сбра́сыва|ют

Прошéдшее
Past tense
сбра́сыва|л|(а)
сбра́сыва|л|(а)
сбра́сыва|л|(а)
сбра́сыва|ли
сбра́сыва|ли
сбра́сыва|ли

Императи́в
Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
Imperative
бýд|у
бýд|ешь
Сбра́сыва|й!
сбра́
бýд|ет
сыв
бýд|ем
ать
бýд|ете
Сбра́сывай|те!
бýд|ут
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cбро́с|ить, II (5 с/ш) perfective (кому́? + Dat.; что: + Acc.)
Сбрось мне его́ телефо́н, пожа́́луйста (Rus) / Маған оның телефонын жіберші (Kaz)
Настоя́щее
Present

Прошéдшее
Past tense
сбро́си|л|(а)
сбро́си|л|(а)
сбро́си|л|(а)
сбро́си|ли
сбро́си|ли
сбро́си|ли

я
ты
он, онá
мы
вы, Вы
они

Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
cбро́ш|у
cбро́c|ишь
cбро́c|ит
cбро́c|им
cбро́c|ите
cбро́c|ят

Императи́в
Imperative
Сброс|ь!
Сбро́с|ь|те!

to call back перезва́нива|ть, I imperfective (кому́? + Dat.; когда)
Настоя́щее
Present
я
перезва́нива|ю
ты
перезва́нива|ешь
он, онá перезва́нива|ет
мы
перезва́нива|ем
вы, Вы перезва́нива|ете
они
перезва́нива|ют

Прошéдшее
Past tense
перезва́нива|л|(а)
перезва́нива|л|(а)
перезва́нива|л|(а)
перезва́нива|ли
перезва́нива|ли
перезва́нива|ли

Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
бýд|у
бýд|ешь
пер
бýд|ет
езва́
нив
бýд|ем
ать
бýд|ете
бýд|ут

Императи́в
Imperative
----------

-------------

перезвон|и́ть, II perfective (кому́? + Dat.; когда)
Настоя́щее
Present
я
ты
он, онá
мы
вы, Вы
они

Прошéдшее
Past tense
перезвони́|л|(а)
перезвони́|л|(а)
перезвони́|л|(а)
перезвони́|ли
перезвони́|ли
перезвони́|ли

Бýдущее врéмя
Future tense
перезвон|ю́
перезвон|и́шь
перезвон|и́т
перезвон|и́м
перезвон|и́те
перезвон|я́т

Императи́в
Imperative
Перезвон|и́!
Перезвони́|те!

Kaz: to call back - Қайта қоңырау соғу/шалу

мен
сен
сіз
ол
біз

сендер
сіздер
олар
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Осы шак
Қай Present
та соғ|а|мын
қоң соғ|а|сың
ыра соғ|а|сыз
у соғ|а|ды
соғ|а|мыз

соғ|а|сыңдар
соғ|а|сыздар
соғ|а|ды

өткен шақ
Past tense
соғ |дым
соғ |дың
соғ |дыңыз
соғ |ды
соғ |дық

соғ дыңдар
соғ |дыіыздар
соғ |ды

келер шақ
Future tense
соғ|а|мын
соғ|а|сың
соғ|а|сыз
соғ|а|ды
соғ|а|мыз

Бұйрық рай
Imperative
Соқ!
Срғ|ыңызшы!
Соқ|шы!

соғ|а|сыңдар
соғ|а|сыздар
соғ|а|ды
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Kazakh History
March Holidays

In Kazakhstan people celebrate national, state, professional and other holidays. The national celebrations
are considered to be the ones that have a special historical meaning and that have greatly influenced on development of the state. Their celebration is usually accompanied by provision of official measurements in
central and local state administrations. Other, state holidays - are dedicated to the events that have a socialpolitical significance, and are held traditionally.
There are about fifteen official holidays in Kazakhstan. But only three of them are really popular, widely
celebrated and absolutely loved by the Kazakhstan women. They are: the New Year, 8 March, and Nauryz –
Central Asia nations’ celebration of spring. Women of Kazakhstan wait and thoroughly prepare for each of
these holidays, when they can give presents and receive gifts from all of the close people and friends.

March, 8 is women's holiday, a holiday of spring
and attention to the woman.
The celebration is similar to a combination between Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day in the West but better. This is a national holiday and a day off. Several nations celebrate this, but only a few acknowledge it as
an official, non-working holiday.

Dear PCVs!
If you forgot to send a valentine on Valentine’s Day, it's only half the trouble.
But if you don’t greet your female community members (colleagues, host members, and
your girlfriends) then your reputation will be completely spoiled / ruined forever!
ABOUT INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
International Women's Day has been observed since in the early 1900's, a
time of great expansion and turbulence in the industrialized world that saw
booming population growth and the rise of radical ideologies.

1908
Great unrest and critical debate was occurring amongst women. Women's
oppression and inequality was spurring women to become more vocal and
active in campaigning for change. Then in 1908, 15,000 women marched
through New York City demanding shorter hours, better pay and voting
rights.

1909

In accordance with a declaration by the Socialist Party of America, the
first National Woman's Day (NWD) was observed across the United States
on 28 February. Women continued to celebrate NWD on the last Sunday
of February until 1913.
34
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1910
At a Socialist International meeting in Copenhagen, an International Women's Day of no fixed date was proposed to
honor the women's rights movement and to assist in achieving universal suffrage for women. Over 100 women from
17 countries unanimously agreed the proposal. 3 of these women were later elected the first women to the Finnish parliament.

1911
Following the decision agreed at Copenhagen in 1911, International Women's Day (IWD) was honored the first time in
Austria, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland on 19 March. More than one million women and men attended IWD rallies campaigning for women's rights to work, vote, be trained, to hold public office and end discrimination. However
less than a week later on 25 March, the tragic 'Triangle Fire' in New York City took the lives of more than 140 working
women, most of them Italian and Jewish immigrants. This disastrous event drew significant attention to working conditions and labour legislation in the United States that became a focus of subsequent International Women's Day
events. 1911 also saw women's “Bread and Roses” campaign.

1913-1914

On the eve of World War I campaigning for peace, Russian women observed their first International Women's Day on
the last Sunday in February 1913. In 1914 further women across Europe held rallies to campaign against the war and to
express women's solidarity.

1917

On the last Sunday of February, Russian women began a strike for "bread and peace" in response to the death over 2
million Russian soldiers in war. Opposed by political leaders the women continued to strike until four days later the
Czar was forced to abdicate and the provisional Government granted women the right to vote. The date the women's
strike commenced was Sunday 23 February on the Julian calendar then in use in Russia. This day on the Gregorian
calendar in use elsewhere was 8 March.

1918 - 1999

Since its birth in the socialist movement, International Women's Day has grown to become a global day of recognition
and celebration across developed and developing countries alike. For decades, IWD has grown from strength to
strength annually. For many years the United Nations has held an annual IWD conference to coordinate international
efforts for women's rights and participation in social, political and economic processes. 1975 was designated as 'International Women’s Year' by the United Nations. Women's organizations and governments around the world have also
observed IWD annually on 8 March by holding large-scale events that honor women's advancement and while diligently reminding of the continued vigilance and action required to ensure that women's equality is gained and maintained in all aspects of life.

2000 - 2007

IWD is now an official holiday in Armenia, Russia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia, Moldova, Mongolia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and Vietnam. The tradition sees men honoring their mothers,
wives, girlfriends, colleagues, etc with flowers and small gifts. In some countries IWD has the equivalent status of
Mother's Day where children give small presents to their mothers and grandmothers.
The new millennium has witnessed a significant change and attitudinal shift in both women's and society's thoughts
about women's equality and emancipation. Many from a younger generation feel that 'all the battles have been won for
women' while many feminists from the 1970's know only too well the longevity and ingrained complexity of patriarchy. With more women in the boardroom, greater equality in legislative rights, and an increased critical mass of
women's visibility as impressive role models in every aspect of life, one could think that women have gained true
equality. The unfortunate fact is that women are still not paid equally to that of their male counterparts, women still are
not present in equal numbers in business or politics, and globally women's education, health and the violence against
them is worse than that of men.
However, great improvements have been made. We do have female astronauts and prime ministers, school girls are
welcomed into university, women can work and have a family, women have real choices. And so the tone and nature of
IWD has, for the past few years, moved from being a reminder about the negatives to a celebration of the positives.
Annually on 8 March, thousands of events are held throughout the world to inspire women and celebrate their
achievements. While there are many large-scale initiatives, a rich and diverse fabric of local activity connects women
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from all around the world ranging from political rallies, business conferences, government activities and networking
events through to local women's craft markets, theatric performances, fashion parades and more.
Many global corporations have also started to more actively support IWD by running their own internal events and
through supporting external ones. For example, on 8 March search engine and media giant Google even changes its
logo on its global search pages. Corporations like HSBC host the UK's largest and longest running IWD event delivered by women's company Aurora. Last year Nortel sponsored IWD activities in over 20 countries and thousands of
women participated. Nortel continues to connect its global workforce though a coordinated program of high-level IWD
activity, as does Accenture both virtually and offline. Accenture supports more than 2,000 of its employees to participate in its International Women's Day activities that include leadership development sessions, career workshops and
corporate citizenship events held across six continents - in eight cities in the United States Germany, India, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Spain, South Africa and the UK. Accenture also coordinated am IWD webcast featuring stories about Accenture women worldwide that ran uninterrupted for 30 hours across 11 time zones via Accenture's intranet. Year on
year IWD is certainly increasing in status. The United States even designates the whole month of March as
'Women's History Month'.
So make a difference, think globally and act locally !! Make everyday International Women's Day. Do your bit to ensure that the future for girls is bright, equal, safe and rewarding.

Another warm, bright and joyful holiday celebrated in sunny Kazakhstan is NAURYZ. This is also on e of the ancient traditions of Central Asia originated nations. They consider March 22nd as the beginning of new year. On this
time they call people to praise the nature and the universe we live in. In this period everybody try to be friendly and
gentle with each other. This event is a celebration of the ever-lasting unity of a human-being with the nature. All and
all, Nauryz symbolizes the freedom and equality of all people on earth.
This holiday appeared in ancient times, when there was no any of the modern religions and the nationalities were not
formulated yet. The Nauryz represents a lot of the morals and ethics established by the humanity long ago, in a prereligious epoch.
In our days this holiday makes people think of clarification from evil and hatred, calls them for forgiveness. In the old
times, on this day all the clashes between tribes were stopped.
The 22nd of March is the day of equinox, when the night duration is equal to the day length. From this time the original natural day countdown cycle starts again. It’s amazing how the ancient people have chosen this day for celebration
of a holiday with such a great sense!
In Kazakhstanian villages and suburban areas people celebrate Nauryz in the old way. They do sports and singing
competitions and play intellectual games. The traditional dish “Nauryz-kozhe” is cooked from 7 kinds of crops symbolizes richness, well-being, prosperity and generosity of the mother-nature. On Nauryz people give souvenirs, sweets
and flowers to each other.
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Kazakhstan’s Answer To Pushkin
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П о с л е д н о е
Last Word Ben Paarmann

ambitious people who want to get
their word out.

B
erlin native, holds an Mphil in
Development Studies from Cam-

How successful do you feel the site
has been?

bridge, his dissertation focusing on
Kazakhstan. In 2004, he founded
neweurasia.net, one of the top multilingual blogs on Central Asia. He
shared his thoughts with Vesti—naturally for a “netizen”—via email. Excerpts:
VESTI: What first drew you to Central Asia?
PAARMANN: Before I went off to
university I had to do my 10-month
civil service in Berlin. One day at
work a documentary by a German
journalist on Central Asia caught my
eye. I emailed him, Lutz Kleveman,
and asked whether I could intern on
one of his projects. A few months after that I was fact-checking his book,
The New Great Game.
What were you trying to accomplish
when you co-founded
Neweurasia.net?
I was running another website Thinking-East
(www.thinking-east.net) before,
which had somewhat of a Central
Asia focus. It was rather tedious as we
were having a magazine-like editing
and publishing process. Switching to
blogs and setting up shop with
neweurasia meant more direct and
immediate reaction to ongoing news
stories, and of course a more personal
and interactive feel due to the blog
format. In a wider sense, the reason
behind setting up a website like ours
was to give a platform for young and
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Neweurasia remains a small website
but the success we have had over the
past two years has surprised most of
[the team]. We have about 2,000 visitors daily - almost half of them from
Central Asia. So in purely numerical
terms, I think we did quite well. As
for the second part of your question,
inasmuch the Central Asian blogosphere can widen its reach - I think
it's a difficult question and inextricably linked to the levels of internet
penetration in the region. While we
are not seeing a blogging explosion in
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan
have witnessed somewhat of a surge
in online activity, a surge that is expanding into the regions and beyond
the usual upper middle class netizens.
With better and cheaper Internet, it is
only a matter of time before blogging
becomes a wider phenomenon. It is
not only a question of economic wellbeing, though. In my opinion, the
slow start of blogging in the region is
also related to cultural issues, as cliché as that may sound.
As you know, journalists throughout
the FSU have often been the targets of
intimidation and violence. Have you
had any problems with any of your
bloggers? Do you worry about safety
at all, particularly with the locals who
participate?
We definitely worry about the safety
of our bloggers. Our website is
blocked in Uzbekistan, and we don't
have any staff residing there for obvious security reasons. Those who write

С л о в о
on sensitive issues in the other countries are encouraged not to reveal their
real-life identity - and are given training and access to guides on anonymity if they so wish. In 99% of the
cases, online privacy is a matter of
common sense, i.e. deleting one's
browser's history, not having people
look at one's screen while writing, etc.
Offline safety, however, is equally
important, and there we have to face
the truth: The more we produce news
and opinion that is being read around
the world and - more importantly within the countries, the more our
bloggers turn into journalists that face
the same difficulties as their more
traditional peers.
What are the best online resources to
find information about the region?
I really like quite a number of blogs
from and about Central Asia. We have
tried to compile a list on neweurasia,
which you can access at
www.neweurasia.net/steppemagazine.
Other than blogs, I usually subscribe
to news alerts simply delivering stories on "Kazakhstan" etc. into my inbox. From there, I often end up on the
usual suspect websites like Radio
Free Europe / Radio Liberty, Eurasianet, and others.
What are you predictions for 2008?
I am not very good at making predictions I am afraid - but I hope that
Central Asia as a whole can do without very bad news in the coming year.
As I'm more of an economics buff, I
believe that some global trends and
their impact on the region are well
worth watching - e.g. a potential
global economic slowdown, the rise
of food prices, etc.
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